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For use by the indiyidual

respousible for coordinating a

Pupil-Perceived Nedds Assessment

effort--the Project t9inager.
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-USE QF PUPIL-PERCEIVFX NEEE6 ASSESSMENT 'PACKAGE

,

The Pupil-.Perceived 'Needs Assessmerit package contains an irktro-

ductory tape cassette, five units, and a Supplement an sampling. .

The tape,cassette provides a broalpicture of the package; it can also

be used as an introduction to the package for members of the groups

responsible for specific taskA. It is.strongly recommended that rr-

sonnel fiom various levels of-the school system (e.g., Assistant

Superintendent., Principals, Curriculum SpecialistF Teacheri, Evaluai rs,
4 '

Researchers, etc.) participate in this project.

The unit titles correspond tc3 the five main tasks involved in this

method of collecting informtion 4rom ptvit: Plag -a-,PPNAProjece,,

Developing. a ,PPNA Irericator,- ePPNA Indicator, Process-

ing PPNA Indicator Data, and mg and Reporting. PPNA Results._ The
.----

Supplement, however, s o be used only when the sampling effort is men-
.

tioned, ie..41.n this unit when sample size i determined and in Unit.4

whefinal sampiejs selected.

The different tasks are designed to be performed by people uith

appropriate knowledge and experience. .Since the number.of people in-,

volved will vary from task to task, the number of copies needed willyary

from unit to unit. For instance, one copy of Unit I Will bexneded fo,F

...11MII

/
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71.

the Projec Mhnagerthree tb six dopies of Un1t 2 for mekbers of the
,

developmen group', SO dopieS of Unit 3.for those administering,the

ihdicator (assuming that SO classes participate), two to fivecopies

,01. Unit 4 for the-gvp ;1no process the data, one to siNcopies of

Unit S nfor those invaved analy4ng and Teporting the results 0 and

.or'tWo copie'e'of the SUpplement on sampling.
4

'Colived pages ate used in thiS package sosthat the exercises and

worksheets (grepn pages) as well as checklists and'
111

(pink pages) stand out fram the main text for easy
,

, stages of the procesS.
-

,

PUPIIRCEiVED

information sheets

reference at` later

information collection is almost always the first tep to under-
.

take in the process of planning and improving.school programs. The

educatimal process involves different groups of people, e.g;, admin-

istrators, teach;rs, pupils, parents, c4izens, State Departmient of

'Education employees, etc. Each of these groups approaches educatianal.

needs from a different-perspective. Unfortunately,,cutrent school
,

,,

curricula and programs usUally reflect only what other people--

. ,

,administrators, teachers, parents,..etc:--consider appropriate for

.43

v
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pupils, while the pupils' own feelings are not taken into account.

This approach cripples the attempts of school system personnel to make

sound decisions related to planning and improvement.
-

The purpose of this package is to assist-school personnel in col-

lecting information on pupil attitudes, reactions, and feeling's- toward

existing or new programs4both curricular and extra-curricular) or

toward education in general, and in assessing pupil needs from the

pupils perspective; ,Information on 'papil-per4ceived needs, together ,

.with other data, will prime useful tb school district 'personnel inmak-

ing decisions related to
A
planning and improvement. Supplementary data

4may include information gathered from teachers, Rarents, citizens,
C1

state policy-makers, etc. In a sound de4sion-making process, confider-

Ations such as the pelitics of the situation, the,availability of
k

resouices, value trade-offs and alternatives,,etc., should also be
/

'taken into account -althouth these factors are 'noi discuSsed in this

package.1

Befbre school district personnel decide tO use this package; it,

is stron y recommehded that they determine the relative'weight the

pupil infc\rmation gathered:with this;package shciuld be'given.compared

with other\kinds of pupil dataje.g., pupil academic performance) and
A

data from the other groups mentioned in the foregoing paragraphs.. TO
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z
make this determination, questions such as those listed below should

be considered: /

How milch importance should e gien to all pupil da'..a?

How much importance should pupil datancollected with thii package
be given?

How accurate are,pupil perceptions?
-

How careful and honeSt are,pupils_.in completing questionnaires?

Should we respond by giving pup'ils more of whafthey perceive-as
being needed,:try to.change their perceptions of whatis needed,
or ignore their perceptions unless they coincide 34th ours?

It should bekept in mind that tnas padiage cannot be used as

an evaluaiion todi, It would alSo'le dangerous tb use the data col- .

ri"

lected with this package as the sae basis for planning program changes,
,

Irthis project is to be implemente4 it-is important that'schoof

administrators coMmit themselves to respond positively to any,needs

reported and to convince the pupils that their views will be:taken
Wit

seriously.

iIn addition 'to making the
A
necessary commitmeht n terms of time,

4

. money,
d

personnel and effort, one.individual must'be appointed to tak
,

.,

,. t

ful:l.responsibility for coordinating the project. This,person iS.re-'

ferred to as the "Project Manager" in ithis package. ,To coordinate the

'project succeSsiully, the Proj;ct Manager must be given the authority
.

A

I.

.......aomaa.....ao:aohmommu.m....armalgiidaairmadmitmaamisakaolaimiltomolma
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needed to accomplish his tasks and be provided with the time, budget,

and personnel needed itb do his job.

'6SE OF PPNA INFORMATION

Pupil-Perceive&Needs Assessment information cdn help personnel

at various "leitéls of .,the school organization, depending on the sitda-
tion:

.t".

e "

Pupil-Perceived Needs Assessm'ent information 'can make the
classroom teachdit sensitive to the perceived needs of th6 pupils
in his/her classroom. 4

' 4

il-Perteived Needs AsseNsment information can Inform the
school principal abourptMems w1iTch7-aul-be. corfected at 'the
btiilding level.

.

- Through systematic analysis of district Pupil-Perceived Needs ,
Asiessment information, together with other °data from tetehers,
parents, principals, community leaders, et6., school district
acbinietrators tan. develop 11 sound basis upon which to base
decisions related to district-wide planning and improvement
effdrts.

Pupir-PerceiVed Needs Assessment can also supply:.

- Baseline informátidn regarding, the reaction's of pupil's to ongp-
ing, programs and activities within a school., Infdpnation of
this kind can be uSed to establish ta.pdards againSt which sub-
sequent changes may be evaluated.

.Information on program strengths that can be further developed.

InformAtion on program wealciesses that can be corrected.

I.

II
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- Information on changes "It ire being of have beekimplemented
in a school. Pupils' perceptions of such changes can reflect
the effects of the changes on-the pupils,themselves. The direc-
tion that improvement efforts shouldvtake Amy also be indicated
by this information.

InfOrmation that helps to clarify a 'suspected_problemor prob-
,

1ens, already evolving in the school district; the causes of
which arp unknown..

N ideas for school activities.

MEtHOD§' TO COLLECT PPNA INFORMATION

1

The collection of"thas valuable informatiOn from students cannot
, ,

,

o
,

be left to chance. °While many pupils are :willing:to'express tAleir,

feelings ahout their educational experiendejs, informati6n obtained
,

A.

. .

through unpIanded'procedures is genefally oflittle value. If 'expres-

tssions of pupAs' fpeIings die to be,useful, a systematic inforMation

collection approachtis needed.

,
The methods-or apadaches host commonly used to obtain data frem

resf)ondents are interviewS and questionnaires.

qompared to an interview, aquesionnaire 'is less expenspe, is

much easier to 4dminfster; and can he given to a large number °of re-

spondents simultaneously. The impersonal nature Of questionnaires

allows respondents to express themseivbs more freely, subjects them to

v

0



less pressure since imediate responses are not required, and insures
"46

some degree of uniformity from one measurement situation to another..

The Ruestignnaire approach does require that Tespondents have a certain

yvel of reading and/or writing ability; however; considering the
,,, ,

-,Sc,hool envi-ronmeTif-Which- the Pupil-Terceived Needs Assessment is de-1
) ,.. \signed to measure (from the third grade up), the questionne approach

, \
, '

is mbre desirable than, the intervim 'approach. (With puPils whb _do not
,-.

r,

haVe third irade reading and/or writing\ability, _questionnaires can,bet

administered orally. ^Administering questionnaires oral y proved sic-
V

cessful,When this package was deld tested.) \ ki

.1-

.

,

.

The Pupi lLPerceived Needs Asseisment indicator, an instrtenent .

used in Pupil-Perceived Needs Assessmint0'is usually a quegtionnaire .

, ,

(rating-scale, open-ended, or mixed),designed by schOol.personnel to
,

,

obtain data on pupils' feelings, attitudes, and opinions in whqteper
,

areas are 6f,prime concern to As schoWdistrict.

, Rating:scale questionnaires list, statements. or questions with a 4

Set of answers provided for each iteffl or question; the respondent indi-
,

cites his response by circling tone of the answers sUpplied %for each

item Air 'question. . Aliswer scales are ustially continuthis in nature.

For 'example, one sCale might indiCate' th6 degree of agreement/disdgree-

ment with each of .,a serieS- of statements.

.A

r,

.

t's
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Open-ended questionnaires contain questions to which the respon-

dents 'supply written answers in whatever form, 'length, or detail they

A

Mixed vestionnairei c9ntainivth'ratingL.scale and epen-anded

items.

)

4.

SPECIFICATIOli OF..AEMINISTRATIVE CONSTIIAINre.'"

Three possible administrative constraints should be considered

before a decision to::implement a PPNA project can,be made:" th4se -
t

constraints involve time, coat, and persOnnet.

The time requited for a given PPNA, project can vary widely, depen

ding on the many factors involved, (1),,desire4 pupil simple;

(2) type ok Plim indicator 'selected (rating-scale, bpen-erxied, or.,
,

mixed), (3) 4umber.of indicatorjtems needed, (4) desired qiiality of
,

.1

the indicator, (5) exerience of the staff involved with similar tasks,
,,..

.7. .

::(6,) method of administertng the indicator (written or oral responses,
, .

0 .

pre- and poSi-administration, etc.), (7) urgendy of the project, etc.
, f#,.. .. , .

A PPNA proyect does .not necessairly rbquire that school district pef-

sonn(?l deVote

whole 'weeks . .

t ninterrupted segments of

If :itaff members are only

timvto it, i.e.

,

av4ilable after,

, whole days or

school hours,

a

9
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the project can bp accomplished by a cumulative effort which will take

more time. If the project is to be implemented as a cumulative effort,

extra time should.be allowed for the various- Adtivities when the sched-

'tiles or time lines are belt--0S-iikished.

.,,

The main coat items,in a.PPNA project involve developing the in-
.

. N ,
/

dicator, reproducing it, processing pupil responses, and analyzing the
, ,. , - r , 4data. Another likely coit,item is compensation for the personnel in-', J

'volved, but:frequently this expense ean be aVoided by implementing the
..

project as an in-service training program.

, personnel availability might impose another constraint."Appropri-.

ate personnel should be involved in eaCh proj'ect task; for inStanceP

the people developing the PPNA indicator should. be .completely fgmiliar

4

- with the curriculumror program being assessed; the people responsible

, for drawing the sample should have training or experience'in s ling;
,

,etc. After you have identified themost appropriate people for leach

task, as Project Mhnager, you should find out when they are available
,

so that time cap be schedured for them to perforM theetasks involved.

Estimates of the time, cost, and personnel requirements for a

ThesePPNA project of moderate scope are given on'the.fellowing page.

estimateS are preVided for each of the major tasks involved,

.

1

CA
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Consver your constraints before deciding whether you will be abld

inplement a PPNA projecte

TAS

I. Developiiig a PPNA In-,
dicotor fi,ncludes re-
producing the indica-
tqr).

2.6 AdMinistkring the PP$A
Indicator, --,
Proccsiing PPM' Indi-
cator Data (includes
glamorizing' the ,data)

Analyzing and -Report- '

ing PPNA Results

0

TIME*

64-6 houts

5. Sampling**

c-

1class
period..

hoars

4-8 hours,

4-8 hours'

4

Taking your adMinistrative constraints into conSideration, have

COST PliRSOMMI,

, ,
0 "to :$100, 3-6 people

N

,
ne cost Any number of

people
,
0 to $2000 .2:-5 people (tom-
, pater services ,

mdy be uged), .

0 to $120
.

4.

0 'to .40

1-6 people

1-2.peop1ey

you decided to impletent a PPNA project?, If;yes, continue mading. If

,no, stop here.
6

*The time 'estimates here shOw the actual time needed per par-
however, could ,

out While the

ticipant for each task; the duration of the,project,
vary from' one to ten ponths'. /

-**.Activities related to somplinecan be cairied
-6ProjeCt Mhnager ii planning therNA project.

(4'

'o
1..
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DEFINING THE PURPOSE OF THE PRQIECT

/

In order to plan a PPNA project,/ it is necessarir for school dis-
,

trict personnel tofirst define the purpose of,the project in terms of

why information from pupin ig-fieeded... It might be valuable-ianow

hdw pupils feel about aspecific turri:cultun area, for examfiles either
,

1;ecau.se pupil outcomes axe low or becauSse attendance imsthose .classess

poor. Any qualifyiig conSiderations such, as durriculun,oprogram,

grade levels (or age groups)pupil population involved" Which tpioly ,

p

shoula also,be specified. For examples suppose that there haS been

an increase in classroom disturbances in a junior. high ,school. I thi

disei the purpose defined for a PPNA project, might be "to identify Me
causes of tile Classroom disturbancesas perceived' by the pupils's" The

pupil population involved°wCuld include all of the pupils in the sdhool.
t;

Specifying a curriculum area w6u1d notsbe appropriate;.rsnce this prob-
.

lem cuts acrdss:all curriculum areas.
,

In addition to,the above information, you should also specify

any comparisons that are gointio be made. For exa?T`le: Do pupils'

prefer the new booys:to

" 'attftudes toward s'chool

theaold ones? Do, open classes generate better
I '

than traditional classes? Do, minority uupils

tt

,

f

,X)
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feel excluded from activities although other pupils do,not? Some coin=

mon kinds of comparisons are:

Before-after co arisons: , Cinparing the scores of egroup of
pupi s e ore an event 'with their scores after tIle event.,
Ccnparisons ii-Zifferent ffeatimts-r-Cornparing-the--scarea_of_one
,group;o pupi s with t ose o ,anot r group ofi similar yupils
receiving different (orgno)instrucl;ibn. (For example, cbmparing
differart Reading prOgrams.)

o
.. . .

s,
Coniarisons between sub ulationg: Comparing one sugrot4) of
pipils w.th t e entire.group or with-another subgroup.. (For,

example, comparing black pupil attitudes to white Or. Chicano
attitudes.) .4 , . . . t, 411

.. .

'Your projebt could be designed to ilYclude, one'or more of the- kinds'

, .

of comparisons outlined /above.

3

3

, s

4.
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, Indicate below the purpose of your PPNA project. In/additiun to
detail.ing exactly whyt this information is needed, be sure that curricu-
ltñn1 piRgram, grade levels, (or age groups), pupil population involved,
and any comparisons to be draiin are specified,,

,

1. Purpose df thp project..

.3

G 4

2.. Curriculum!(and/or program)

A a

"v71

!,

Total ppi1 populktion involved

4,

1 Schools'
J);

t

Population SreakdOwn

Grades1(Ages) Classes' Subtotal'

(4

C.

41400M641.1..Wr.w! beIMA.MM.I.L,WW

A 4

Conparispns to be drudn

g o

,

A

rA

4
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-DETIMMEENING INDICATOPECIFICATIONS

As Project Nhnager, youneed to pake several decisions at this.time

.regarding various general, aspects 6f the,indidatorwhich, in*turn, will
,,

affect both cost ahd time Considerations. These decisions involve, three
,

. ,3 , t i g.

different eleierits: 'the .tYpe oCindicator to,be used--ratingrscalp,
.1,

open-ended, or mixed; ,,41.9 length of -the .indichtdr; and the meihod of
. l . .4

,

development, i.e., whether you will use an existini,'instiument or
,

-develop Our own indicator. these considerations will be discussed in

turn.

'DECIDING ON THE ITYPE,OP,INDleATOR

r.g The following questions have been compiled,to assist you in deter-
- .

mining whether to use,an open-ended questionnaire, a rating-scale ques-

tionnaire, oi a mixed questionnaire.

. Checr(V) yes,or np for each question in the a:loopropriate column
(

On the right. the mieaning of each shape will be explained.on the

following page.

Do you want to collect very specific

informatioprabout the,area of con-
cern?

4

ee
A

0

C.



Do you 'want the pupils' responses

to be minimallrinfluenced by the
way the questions are asked?

enough qualified volunteers;
teacherk, or other staff meml-Irs
:be Available to scare the ind -d-
tors? r f

Will pupils' apinions expressed by
degree of likes and dislikes be
sufficient for your purpose?

.

Are the'pupils' writing skills .

adequate for'thew,to expfess them- .

selves-(at least third grade level)?

Ard you so limited by .the time ,

aVailable that processi.1 the
indfCators is a sefious problem

'-(a week or less)? A

Yes

The checks marked in the squares indicate a prefeience for the

.rating-scale format. The checks in,the dircgee suggest using an GNI':
0

ended indicator.' Any responses in a airae,inside-a-square should be
C. 4

ignored, since they' do not ipedifically relate to either form.

If'neither type of questiOnnaire
0
is strOngly indicated, An indi-

,

,

cator containing both rating-scale and open-ended questions may be the

--inst kind of instrumeht for your proje...z. Of coiirs other Actor's,
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,
such as availability.of existing indicators, may, influence your dec*-

sion. ,04m1Ldetailed digcussionS'of these factors are siipplied in

DECIDING ON TliE LENGTH OP THE INDICATOR

The length of the indicator will depend on the amount of informa-

tion needed td fulfill:the stated purpose of your PPNA project. Also,

the,timo required tdadminister the indicator should fit into,a typical

.class.period. Pot the lowest grade levels, the period of administra-
.

,

tion generhlly Should not exceed ,R,minutes,'with DO more than 20 min-
,

utes, allowed for responding. Thirty or 40 minutes should provide ample

. time for pupils in the higher grades.

Generally, the time allowed tw.adMiniAte/ a given indicator will

determine how many questions can be included. Since it takes longer

to answer an open-ended question than a rating-scale question, an open-
,

ended indicator'usually contains fewer questions-than a rating-scale

indicator.

DECIDING ON THE METHOD"OF DEVELOPMENT

The final bftsic decision to be consiyred is related to how the ,

1

indi ator will be developed. You may wish to vse an existink ingtru-

mmat,'modify an existing instrument, or construct an ontirely-neuione.

A'
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You may wish to confelWith 1e or mme persons with speciai training

or eNperience in this area; Same.sources which provide information on

existing instruments are listed in Unit 2. If, you 'are Considering the .

use of an existing instrument, however, be sure that it is appropriate

'for the grade level and program.being assessed. If possibie, try to

deveiop an indicator for your PPNA project--you are most familiar with

the local situation and kmor what kipds ok information you want to

frowthe pupils:

41
If, at this point, you are undecided as to which method to use,

postpone this partkular decision until you reach Unit 2, just before

the astual development of the,indicator. This decision does not have

to be made now. although,once it is made it will thaw a:significant

effect on both the final results of the project and on the cost of the

project in terms of the develbpment time required.

..

28
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INRORMATION SAW 2

INDICATOR PECIPICATIONS

Cr'

A. Drp_e_afladisq.,t221 (Rating-scale? Open-*ended? Mixed?1,

4.

1101.1164111....1111/111140.1411.101611.

1 0

B.., Length e)f Indicator (How long will it take to administer the indica-
tor? Row many items will be included?)

)

t;

C. 'Method of Development (To, use exi instrument/items? To con-
. . WETuctiiiraswn instfument/k 5?)

,.

r) 9

FP
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TASKS 6INVOINED IN' PPNA

Haying specified the administrative constraints, :defined the pur-

4 L'?

pOse of the project; determined the type and length of the ,PPNA ndica-

tor, and perhaps also the desired sample size,,* you need to develop
,

an overgl plan for the project. ,Hence, it is *portal-it at this point
'that, as Project Manager, you familiarize yourself.i4ith the tasks.

involved in the project. The, five most Crucial tasks are described
briefly below. . 14.

(I) Planning a PPNA Project. (More 'specifically dealt with laterin this unit.)-
1

r.
In performing this task the Proje..t Manager will acquire all
of the information needed to carry Outpeeparafory activities
-designed to facilitate the ,performance of all su6sequent tasks

(II) Developing a PPNA {More specifically dealt with inUnit 2.) _
_ ---

This task involves developing a Pupil-Perceived-Needs Asiess-
ment indicator anropriate for collecting information:on the
defined area of concern; The PPNA indicator is usually dwel-

t. oped as a joint effort by a group including teachers, curricu-
Lim specialists,andprincipals.

(III) Administering the PPNA Indicator. (More specifically dealtwith in Unit 3.)

/ *Refer to Section I of the Supplement for information designedto aSsist you in deciding wliether.pr not to use a sample and, if at sam-ple is to be used, how large it shbuld be4
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Teachers or other s6'ff mombers administer the indicator, to
the pupils-and collect the indicators at the end of the
administration period.

av? Procesiing PPNA Indicator Data. Noreespecifically dealt.v.dth
in Unit 4.)"

The PPNA indicators are processed and the data collected are
sunmarized.

Analyzing and Reporting PPNA Results. (More specifiCally
dealt with in Unit S.) , ;

1

A summary report is prepared to be submitted to the appropri-
ate personnel and administrators for their review.

In the following Section, specific activitibs or subtasks are ,

lisied under eich of the five taskS mentioned above to give you an

idea of the overall process. This outline_will be a helpful reference

throughout the assessment Process.

Task I - Planning a PPNA Project

A. Information needed brthe Project Manager

1. What is the purpose of the project?

Z. Haw large is the total pupil population involved?

3. How much time is needed for indicator development,
reproductOn, packaging, administration, processing,
and ftporting?

HaW large a budget is needed for this project?

S. How many participants hre needed for the group which
will develop the indicator?

.1
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6

..

What information is needed about persomel who could
.

appropriately developqand/Or Oministerthe indica-
tor (subject matter, giade/level, etb.)? ,

0
1

B. Activities for the Projtict Manager

tt.

1. IYetermine sample site. (See the detailed information
on sampling provided in Section I of the Supplement.)

DeVelop a tentative task schedule and time flow for
the project. -'

3. Estimate costs for'the-project.

Estab'lish a group to develop an indicator, if neCes-
....

sary.

. .

,S. Arrange for the location, time, 'and facilities for
, group meetings,

6. Arrange for ydlot testing and ievision of the indica-
tor during'the development ephase.

7.Arrange for printing, packaging, storing, and di's-
tributing the indicators.

8. Arrange time, place, and procedures for administer-
*.

ing the indicator.

Task II.-.. Developing a PPNA Indicator.

A. AitUai develapMent of the indicator

If a. grov effort is planned, ihe group members'should
discuss the development task with the Project Mánager.

1. The Project Manager assigns specific respOnsibilities
, to group.members.

2. The Prc;ject Manager distributes supplies and resource
materials for use in the development effort.

a
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(c,

The group decides whether to use an.existing indica-
for or to develop 'their own.

The group .develops' prototype questions an ansWer
Sheet, and necessary instructions.

The growiuditsthe prototype questions..

The questions are typed out".and proofread:- (Time
for rePlying to each question, sequence orqueStions,
spacing betueen questions,'etc,are considered.)

B. Pilot.testing the indicators

The indicator is reproduced for pilbt testing on a small
group of pupils who are not members of the sample group.
It is suggested that an evaluation sheet be attached to
the indicator or that provision, be made for orarfeed-
back so that these pupils can comment on the indicator
to help the developers determine how useful it is in
terms of achieving .its purpose.

Revision of the indicator on the basis of pilot test
,results, if necessary. If revisions are.,extensive; the
revised indicator may have to be pilot tested. -

n

A D. Reproduction of the revised indicator few administration
to the population or sample to be tested.

Task III - Administering the PPNA Indicator

A. Each participating teacher should receive 'sufficient
copies of the PPNA indicator for his class before the '

scheduled administration time.

B. The teachers should read the directions for giving the
indicators kefore administering.them. If they have any
questions, they should ask the Project Nhnager.

4
.1nna-nn..mannoomnnn:-nL-on-annan.mnanroan MAL.
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The teachers, should make sure that 'every wpil, hos an
indicator and a .pendil and understands how to respond,
14Jhere to enter his responses, etc. .

D. The teachers should be avai,lable to answer any pupil
questidns during the .administration period.'

,

*E. The teachers should collect all completed indicatdiS
'from the pupils at the end of the administration period'.

.F... All completed indicators should be delivered to the
Project Manager for processing as soon as possible.
Unused ifdators,should also be returned to the Project
Manager.

V

Task IV - Processing PPNA Indicator Data
,

A. Clear, step-by-step instruetions on how to sample, code,
tally, or categorize the data should, be provided to the
people whO are to process

.. the data.

B. The Project Managei should supervise the processing of
the indicator data.

C; The.processed data should be reported in a format which
will be understandable to any selected audience(s).

Task V - Analyzing a;id Rev;rting PPNA Result's

A. Having received the results,.teacher,s and/or dther appro-
priate personnel analyze the results and prepare a report
on the area of concern involved.

Me foregoing section provides a rather detailed outline indicating

what the project involves and what activ,ities you, as Projpct Manager,

should anticipate'. In the remaining sections of this unit two critical

activities are discusse'd which you will 'have to 'perform in,connection

a
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1=24
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4. . 1..., 1.

0with Taik I; 0 deVelOping 4 tentative task scliedtile and"time flow
. .

for the proj pct 'and (b) p'leparing a-project-related c8t estimate.

r.

TASK SMILE Aill) Tim ruw

.14

Three examples are, provided on the following pages to show some

possible formats for presenting a task scheiule together witlt a time
t ,

flow. Example 1° (page 1-25) shows the five liajor task's indicates

:the personnel responsible for 'each task) and wovideS an estimate of

. the actual time required for each, task. Exatples ,2 and 3 (pages 1-26

and 1-27) preSent the project tasks in terms ttf two time floWs using

different units of tiie (one is given itA weeks and the other in days).
II

A time flour makes it possible not only to set mdlestones for specific .

tasks but also to envision the total time required for the project
tV

by,showing how the time estimates for each task relate to other ongoing

programs or activities.
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-:EXAMPIX

. TtNTarft TASK tCHEDULE FORA' .

PUPIL-PERCEIVED NEEDS ASSESSANT PRdjECT

.

°

. . .4

TASK ..

.PESPONSIBLE
PERSONNEL.

.

6 TIME

,

ESTIMATE*

, I. Planfiing a.PPNA
Project

Project Mhliager

1 -

1 day .

,

II.

.

Developing a PPNA
Indicatdr

,

1. 4Project Manager
2. Development group
3. Printing-unit °*-

2 days \-'

.,
,

.

III.

.

Administering the
PPNA Indicator

.

.

M

1. Project,Oanager .

2 Participating
teachers

1-2 class periods
.. ' .

IV.
.

Processing PPNA
Indicator Data

.....

1. Project Manager.
2. Data-processing

personnel/agency

',

.

3-5 days

. - .

%

,.

..

h

t

V.

AMInearniesslebee

Analyzing and
Reporting_PPNA
Results teachers

1. Project Nhnager
Partigipating.

,
1-day

. ,

A

*The time estimated for each task is
school districts. The time,required
on the sco e of the roject

qt

an average based on experience with 1La1
for each tasic can vary greatlyo'depen4ingp.

..11.6.....
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EXAMPII 2*°

SAMPLE TIME ELOW POR PUPIL-PERCOVED NEIEDS ASSES5MENT TASKV
r

(BY WEE10

TINTAVAILABLEC.' 10 WEEKS

($:

,

TASK
WEEK

.
.

1
.

.

10

Planning a PPNA
' Project

.

4.4---7'.---------r---

.
.

II. Peveloping a
. PPNA Indicator

. , (includes pilot
testing)

.

.

.

. .

I. Administering
the PPNA Indi-
cator .

.

,
e, ,

IV. Piocessing:the
PPNA Indicator.
Pat*

......................

.

/

,

,

,

.

V. Analyzing and
Reporting PPNA
Resultss

4...4:+4...4.4.....46.4..m

*,
.

.

,

4

LA

S.

AII__Aimik__1120 _.(firrit am, ilia
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SA4LE TIME FI,OW- FOR PUPIL-PERCEIVED NEEDS AS,SESSMENT TASKS*

DAY
.

TASK . 2
4 .

.

s

% 5,

I. elanning a PPNA
-Project

..
,

,

.

.

V

.

,
,

.

.

,

1.
,

,

U. 'Developing a r

.
Indicator

,

-

........

III. Administering ihe
. PPNA Indicatoi

.

.

.

AM
.

IV. Processing the
PPNA Indicator
Data

.

u
4

,

Analyzing and Re-
.' porting PPM, ,

Results
.

p.,

.

. ,

,

.

**The time required forscampleting a given ?MA project will vary dras
*ally depending on the scope of the project, The diagram above il-.
lustrates an extremply limited project where only four and a half days
are needed. This could tie a situation where an 8th grade Algebra teadh-

, er wants to collect feedback on a new teaching method. En a case like.°
this; the teacher can actually handl9 every task himself to collect the
information desired.
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.1,

WOAWSON 1,

we.

In order to develdp a realistic task scheple me time flm, ask,

yotreself the following question's:

, - a

l. Have.starting and,ending dates been specific*.for de
4pipject?

How l'bng will it take to:

4:a. develop an indicator?
?

b. reproduce thb indicato.r?

,

'lc* pilot test And, revise the indicator?

admirilstar the indicator?

e. process the indicator data?

analyze .and riport the results?,

3. When will the staff:be available?

Do vacationso'holidays or other school-related functions
extend the period of tune ifeeded to implement the project?

,

.

* * *

'tlee Me" workeheets,.on the following, two pages to develop a teM.a.
tive task_achedule cind time flow "Or yoUr prOject.

2.

The,description for each task listed on'pages 1.20 lo 1-2$ and the
sample task schedules and time flows presented on'Oges 1.26 to 1-27
should help you in establishing time lines for your project:

4.
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Now that tentative time lines for perforMing the tasks involved

in the project have been developed, you are better able to develop a

wore sophisticated,cost estimate on the basis of the various expenses

involved in implpmentation. This section.givei you an opportunity to

develop a cost estimate for A:se pr6ject,.taking budgeta-y constraints

into cons deration.

If costs are not a problem, turn to page 1 43 for a.summary of this

unit.
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PREPARI G A COST EgTIMATE

9

The expenses related tO a project may or may not involve new

or additional costs in terms of the district budget. This will depend

on the size of the ,operation and how the project relates to overall

,school system activities. If the project only covers a snail area of

the district pr has bemme one of the regular activities of the school

system, the,costs will probably be covered as regular school expenses

(e.g., teachers do not require additional compensation for their par-

ticipation; a printini machine is dirailable to reOroduce the indicator

at,no extra cost; paper, pencils, and other materials can-be supplied

fran existing school stocks; secretariil services are available; etc.);

in a case like this, a proj'ect will require practically no additidhal

budget. On the other hand, if a project involves a large staff, requires

large quantities of,mitterials and supplies, and outeide clerks are need-

ed to score indicators, etc., a special budget uill have to be 'set up

for the project.' In either case, decisions about the scope of a project'

will have be made by the central office administrators.

Whet a project involves new expenses for a district, an estimate

of total costs should be prepared. As Project Manager, .it is your

responsibility to estimate such costs by category for each task.
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The categories to conslder incl.& costs related to personnel, materials

and supplies, -eproduction data processing, and any other expenses in-

Suggested procedures for estimating expensei by cost category are

Personnel costs are the most expensive budget item in any assess-

ment project. Participating personnei include the Project.Manager,

principals, curriculum specialists, teachers, typists, scoring staff,
J

etc. The cgst estimate for this itemcwill depend,pn the scope of the

project as well as on the duration and the nature of perSonnel involve-
4

ment. If a project is limited in extent, it is probable that no separ-

ate budget will be needed; teachers or interested parents could

volunteer to perform the-essential tasks withdizt any extra expense be-
/

ing-incurred. In other situations, when a project does involve expenses

over angl above the regular budget, estimates of hourly or daily pay for

the personnel involved are essenti 1.
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The following formula is su Osted for estimating personnel costs:
.

,011.4.1P.1.1.1=.4.111.1.110

Estimated Estimated Estimated

ttatstott,

Estimated.
Average
Hourly

X
NOmber of
Routs

Number of
. Staff

Personnel
Costs

Rate
d

6/64.1166. 6.16616tott.tommartntawairtnw

This information should be calculated for each task.

MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES

This,cost item covers any books, stationery', typing supplies,,etc.,

that may be required for the project. It should no* include costs for

reproducing the indicators, as this item i handled separately. Fot

most districtS, however, no costs will be inéurred in this Category,
*

A.

since the materials needed will be negligible-in terms of normal dis,-

trict supply requirements.

REPRI6DUCTION

You will need.the following information in order to estimate the
it

cost of reproducing a Pupil-Perceived Needs Assessment indicator:

I. A rough estimate of the totalnumber of pages involved.
This'figure can bei calculated using the following formula.

6

EIMML. IAI14.1 AL AM.Mi16 ALLlatbla

6

4

rn MialrniaalAbla.111.
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Nuiber of
Pupils

InNblved

Number of
X Pages. for

Indicators

Nunber of
People x

Administering
Indicator

amber of
Pages of

Instructions

4

Estimated
Total

Number of
Pages

2. A rough estimate of the °costs related to different print-
ing processes. The diagram on -the next page^provides
brief evaluations of four reproduction processes in termsof availability in the school district, cost (approximatecost for 1000 copies bf one page), and speed.* A11 esti-
mates are based on .the,experience of Research for Better
Schools, Inc.

It is suggested, however, that each sthool district col-
lect its own cost information on varibus printing methods,I.......i........................,

. . ,

..*The. diagram on pa e 1 36 will only be meaningful in schbols/
,

.

districts WherOnore_than one procesS'is available.
..
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ItTHOD OP
REPRODUCTIM

1. Ditto

4. Multilith-
offset

1 36

how c.osare_ calculated, etc. Since a_rough_estimato, of the
total Amber of pages needed can be figured out, district per-
sonnel will be able to determine the most cost-effective method

ffor printing their indicator once cost estimates for the various
methods are available.

A ootRARISffl OP

AVAILABILITY IN
SCHCOL DISTRICIS.

Most available A.
method

E.

C.

Second in avail- A.
ability

17

B.

'Less frequently A.

available

Generally aVail- A.

able only in B.

14rge distr!cti C.

' 4

FOUR 'ALTERNATIVE REPRODUCTION PROaiSSES

APPROXIMATE COST Id
1000 COPIES OP ME Pm** gmCOST FACTORS*

%qu ires a madhine to pre-
pare master.
Paper cost.1 approximately

$1.40.per team.
Ditto Natter 13#

Mister stencil may be pre-
_pared-by-typist_but-notAlf
masters can be typed. In
these instances a machine
,can cut the stencil. Cost
of stencil is 200 but labor
costs could be high.
Paper costs approximately
$1.25 per ream.'

Varies depending on model.
:One estimate it 60 pet
page..

'Masters dost around 6t each.
Paper. ardund $1.60 ppt ream.

Print shops may charge about:

04 per page for 100 copies
50 pet page for 250 copies
44 per page for 1000 copies

$2.10 Slow and
messy

$2.10 , 2500 sheett
labor costs-- per Itour

.$60.00

'7

$3.26

Depends on
model

6000-8000 .

sheets per
hour

,All costs depend on the size of **All.procésies involve labor
the job and often on the number costs but stencil preparation

oe jobs. Discounts\are avail- can be quite expensive.
a)le from print shops for large
Jobs.
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After the indicators have been administered, they are colleoted

for processing. Different,teChniques are available for processing data.

Critical factors like time, space to Uccommodate working staff (if manu-

al processing is considered), costs, confidentiality of data, objectiv-

ity of evalliators, and scope of operations (the number of participants,

nymber of indicators to be processed, etc.) all will affect, the decision

on which data processing technique to use.

The data from both rating-scale and open-ended indicators can be

'processed manually or by computer; however, cost-effectiveness shouad

be considered when making this decision., Since personal judgment will

be,an elApent in processing open-ended itemi, the objectivity'of the

evalbators, inter-evaluator reliability, and the number of evaluators,

needed must be considerei.

OTHER

This item is included to cover ariy special-costs such as mailing

for data collection which night not have been.anticipated.
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00521 Ret.alATS

The_thirteen statements listed 1e1ow relate to possible cost itans
involved in a Pupil-Perceived Needs Assessment project. Pill in the
blanks following each statement with the appropriate task and cost (see
outline of tasks on page 1-19 to.140) category or categories (see page
1.33 for the cost Categories iratolved).

Three teachers volunteer to
spend 3 hours after school
to diVelop an indicator.

A teachers' conference, room
has been reserved for use
during indicator development
as well as for scoring ahd
tallying the indicator data..

All of the teachers are so
occupied with their work
that the district has to hire
consultanti from a nearby
versity to/develop an indica-
tor.

A contract has been signe 411

between the school district
'and a computer data proces-
sing comvany for the pro;-
cessing of indicator data,

Task(s)
Categorf

v,

(or. categories

(or categories

Task (s)

Citegory
(or categories)

Task (s)

Category

(or categories

4

,

t



*

The Prolject.Manager estimated
the costs for the PPNA project
and contacted school personnel .

to participate in the project.

jt was decided to draw a sam-
Pie of 3 classes from each
grade (3-12) for administerm
ing the PPNA.indicator.

$

Pour conscientious s
school students vaunt
score the indicators o
elementary school pupi
klistory. A

or 1iigh

red to
the)

On'

As a result of a parent-teacher
_meeting, parent representatives
are eager to see the results of
the PPNA project ands .equest
copies of the summary report.,

A task force of teachers is so
, 'interested in the project that

they want to administer the
indicator on a pre- ancl post-
test basis.

10 .The first draft of the indi-
cator is pilot tested by 10
.students.

Th_sk(a)

Categery

00r, Categories)

Category.

(or categories)._

Task(s)

Category

'(orcategories)

Task(s)

Category

or categories)

Task(s)

Category

(or categories

Task (s)

Category

(or categories

C 0

444444141044.44444044.4saftworoce

'

4

1:4'

Atiarreketratal.....ckliattictr=hticci

'1

t



11. Each partici' atin staff .
memberliji to g ve a copy
of .his schedUle to the Project
Manager so tt he c ai prepare
a working agenda for the proj-
ect.

12. .A teachers' gade is prepared
to give the teachers,who will
administ the indi4ators
tnsttuctio on oarrYing out

.

this task poper1y.

13, The History curriculum co-
ordinator was given the re.:
sponsibility of- coordirattig-
the entire PPNA projeg.

Which of the above Itatemente might not invoive thtucti oats for the
dietrict?

o

1
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ANSIORS TO BITRCISS 1 ,

V
Task IT . Category PerlonneI

Task b IL Categorit Other

3. Task II

4. iask Catiegory

Task I Category personnel

6* Task I Category Persontiel.

7. , Task IV Category Personnel

Task V Category odt&p.r.L. jction

Task II III Qttegory Materials old miroduction, Or),Personnolal,
10. Task Category ftrsduction

41. Taik I Caiegory

12. TaSk II Caibgory

13. Task LAALALLyar :Category personnel

* * *

Only atatemente 3 and 4 involve actual Ooat 'atm for the.achool
dietriet; the oMer etatements refer ,to aativitiee which may be coat-
free.

4.

4
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INFORMATION San 3

COST ESXIMAZ.

0
Identify and estimate the costs for ;all cost cotegoriee for e41

'tisk of your Pupil-Peveive Needs,Assessment project.

r----.!---
.,. 'listintate

Co t Categories .
b

.
Cost 6.

. .
v...ii - 11 1 i 0

, ersonne
7 ter a s an s es IIMM

MN. t or
. - ota 0 ampi

, to, 11- .1,
111111111111.
1111191111111illi=
MilIONI
INIIIIIIIII

ES

ersonne -
'Mutt:tin s an s to ies , ,

e ro net on . ot est es
-er ,

4 ... :,

.t. , if 1 i' ' 11'. 1 i 0 'II '

frefFortr-iit'),',17-"'' ...... .,' ...;'" ,tor a s ;
-

, SW.t. ' r
e ..................4,.4- .

VI
....,..--igp ,,44

, .43 4r,a_t_e,',..up e ,

.

COPI )11t.gitdil.#..zapits..1., ALTEL..;.,..,........'..,

:;i4'", , , - ',,,,!, , - ox:_tit. A
OrnitilliNXitegat.,,Ltr7t..

,,,;;;;,

7.iiii---lonn61
tillig

.4.4.,.....,..i. 4"
.e.toducti.or_......07 .14 1 ,......... ....;....-4-....4:..

____....t_2"4:._.:7, ia I. Teifii tit.u.........yra0.440.1404WW.p.hrioll boo.

gui of 6ub.ftittialtt4e...---..................................,...77
, ...0.

-- eri'Fitli f>iit'i.:Sztfai'x ltik'',.. . ...................................Sim....--,...-0....... ....,.....,..

11660.14)010,0161.0404/00,0;000010~0664#10 11044401066.0.114,.001 I.

0

irg'11)001

*The total estimated cost should allow for ahiP virtfiiieson expanses; in-creasing the sutti of the 'sub-totals by lOki is'a telmon mt4tk4, used to.
adjust an estimated budget to Lover any, manticipsted ttonses.
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This unit was desigmd to.help you, as Project'Manager, develop

some very basic information:about your PPNA project, such as time,

\ cost, an4 personnel .constraints, the purpose of the pxoject, the pupil

10,pulation involved, comparisons to be dtain, specifications for your
I

PPNACindicator, task sqedule and time floiy, and pinformation an esti-

mating costs. Aft of this information will 9ssist you in. coordinating

the tasks involved in your project'. .

The last section:of this unit supplies both a preparation ciecklist

and a comiiletion 'checklist for each of th following units in this

package (Tasks II to V) to help you ascer ain the completeness and

quaLty of your p:roject ets Project' l!tinager you will find these check-

lists very helpful..
.,

4

a

v
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, PRENIarON CHECIMIST

Unit 2: ; Developing. a PRI% Indicator

Listed-below.are Some selecte,1 questions (not' a complete'list)
which will help you to Prepare for °the development .activities outlinedin Unit 2, ,!

. It° is suggeste/ that you [(lake sure that all of this information
has hem. cleveloped before you turn to Unit 2,

1. According to the schedule you. established, how much time do
you have for the.development of an indicator?

, ,When thatil.d you start the development task? _

'Does the tisk, require a, gril-up 'effort?, Lf: yea gontinue. If
to 'item -6 below. .

Da you have a list of the 'names and telephone numbers of the
people who will be participating in,the development task?

Wheye is the gimp going to meet? And when?

6, Are- sufficient supplies, stationery, and ieference materials
Availr.ble fox. zbe indicator development effort?

e
What did you decide abOut having the indicator reproduced?
Haveyou tq.lked to the printer or other individual responsible
for' the job? '

Reminders, and notes regarding above:

,

.hrhon all of thie information hag
been developed, go on to Unit 2.

5 5

J ;
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'OOMPLSiZON CHECKLZST

Unit : Developing a PRA Indicator

fl

e.

The following selected questions provide a checklist to help you
.assess the development of youT RNA indicator.

If ygu find.4ny task which was not performed, it is suggested
that it be completed before you continue.

Id..1.0014.1,

1. Was the indicator prepared in-the desired format (i.e , open-.

ended, rating-scale, or mi'lted)? If there-was a change in the
format, what was the reasoif for it?

2 Were instructions developpd for the personnel Who are going to
adminther tlie indicator?

Was the indicator comp1te& within the designated time schedule?
If not, does the time schedille for the project have to be, re-
adjusted?

4. Was the indicator revised after pilot testing?

How many copies of the indicator and tho instructions for ad-
ministering it are needed? Are the indicators ready to be ad-
ministered?

Reminders and notes regarding above:

N\

When all of the above taeke have
been completed, continue reading.

t-

0
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PRANNTION CWROAA

Unit 3; Ackinistoring th PAW. Indicator

Vq

follOwing list will help you examine the pfeparations that
are needed to ensure success in administering,the indicator.

It is suggested that all of these preparations,be made before
you turn to Unit 3.

1. What date has been selected for administeringuthe imaicator?
To which classes will it be administered? During which clags
iperiogs)?

.1MMI.

2. Prepare sufficient copies of the indicator-to be ddministered.
(Be sure to have extra capies made to cover losS, damage, or a
low estimate of the number Of pupilS invotvedt)

Distribute indicators by classroom to the participating teach-
ers before the time designated to administer them.

4. At theg§ame. time, distribute copies of the instructions for
administering the indicators to the participating teachers and
ask them to read them imediately; be prepared to answer any
questions,that they may have on administering the indidator.

Reminders and notes regaraing above:

Phen cat of these preparations hlve
been made, go on to Unit 3.

iv
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OOMPLF41Z2N CHBOK4TST

unit 3; Administering'the P444 1Wiaator

The following serected questions provide a checklist to help you
assess the steps taken to ensure sucess in administering the indica-.
tor.

If you find any task which was not performed, it is suggessted, that,
it be completed before you contirue. .

1. Did every teacher receive suffidient copies of the indicator,
at the designated time?

Was the indicator adminiitered,at tbe designated time?
, , , ,

. .

Did yOu collect all ,of the completed and umused indicaiors i

from all participating Olassrooms?
.

..

; ,

Reminders and notes regardii4 above: -'

. 1 2.

3.

4;

0

lb

When aui ce the abOve questions have
keen ansuered, continue reading.

58 a.
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TWARATION OHROWST

Unit 4: Procteaging 'NM Pidicator Data

I

The following list mill hello You examind the preparaiions.that are
,needed to enSurd success in processing the indicator data.

It is suggested that all of these preparations be made before you
turn to Unit 4.

4.

HaVe.arrangements been made for processing the data?:
,

Do the persnnel.who.are gbing to process the data have.the
following abilities?

Can they follow vritten instructions?

Are they 'able to work.in a group setting?

Are they logical'and systematicf

. Axe they able to write readable summary reports for the
appropriate retip19nts? . , .

3. Have they agreed to work under the terms specified regarding
time', place, compensation, etc.?

44 Have you writte6 a set of instructioni on how to process, the
type of indlcators used for the data processing group?

S. Mil you t available to superVise the processing of the data?

6. Rernixtdei1 and notes. regarding above:

When 44 of theee preparatione have
been-made, go on to U4 .

v j,

4
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Cowszto csnarar
Unit 4 Proceeeing PPIVA Indicator Data

The following selected questions provide. a checklist to help
assess tehe steps taken tcht ensure success in, processing the indica r
data. .

If you find any task which was not performed* it is suggesied that ,

it be cceplefed before your contiate.
t

1. Was analysis of the data double-checked to ,al.toid any statistical
errors?

" 2. Was the task comleted within the designated period of time?
If riot, do ycu have to readjust the time,scheclule for the proj- ,

ect? ,

"f"r

Have all the papers relating to data processim been refuthed
'to you, i.e., all indicators, intermediate coding or tallying
sheets* and'summary repokt(s)?

4. Reininders.and notes regarding above:

,

44t11411,... Att.eu mer-1111.-tht,,..11,11..a.wl.tter . /tin _

I .4

5\5'

St

When ati of the above *mike have been
convicted, continue reading..

60
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Unit 5: AnaZysing and Reporting PPM &mats
s,

IWre decisions been made about:

1. Who should analyze4he data and prepare the report?

classroom teachers?

building principals?
4

outside consultants?

central office administrators?

When the report should bwsubmitted to you?

Reminders and notes regarding above:

when al of theee deeisione have been
made, 90 on to Unit 5.
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Uni 5:' Ana Zyzing and Report.tne 'PPNA Restate

e The following Selected questions previde a checklist 'to help you
assess the steps taken to ensure success In analyzing and reportiN, the
reiults. ,

lf you find any task which yas not performed, it is suggested that
it be completed at this time.

1. Have the data been analyzed?

2. Was a summaxy report prepared?

3. Has information been channeled to the appyopriate grpup(s) of
people?

teachers?

principls?

papils?

community?

momfismem.
central office administrators?

Have recomnendations" based on the' report been 'developed?

Reminders tu,id notes regarding above:

When aii of the abovetaeke have been
performed,, your Pupt /....Paroeived Needs
Atieeeement effort haa been oovieted.

6:e

w.i..1.......u...'actasisairsa-iwameoahLsa,...ta



DEVqLOPING A PPNA INDICATOR

For use by the Project Manager and

the group responsible for developing

a ?PNA indicator.



SEQUENCE OF'UNITS
-

CONfiNT OF UNIT 2

UNIT 1

PLANNING A :
PPNA:PROJECT

sof irsimmommeamirmwoomesepeaelw

t is a Pupi14erceived
Needs Assessment (PPNA)
Jildicator? 2-1

Validity and Reliability 2-5
Decisian an Mbde of

'Dovelopment 2-7
Haw. to Modify an Existing

Rating-Scale Instrument 2-13
How to Construct a Rating-

Scale Indicator. . 2-16
Haw to Construct an Cpen-
Ended Wicator 2-23

'ADMINISTERING TfIE

PPNA INDICATOR

UNIT 4

PROCESSING PPNA
INDICATOR DATA

' UNIT 5

ANALYZING AND REPORTING
PPNA RESULTS



WM IS A. PUPIL-PERCEIVED NEEDS ASSESSMENTIE294,1 4,

,6.
4.1 V

Development group members who have not read Unit 1 ofthis package

will need to know, as they approach the task Jf indicator development,

what a Pupil-Perceived Needs Assessment (PPNA) indicator is The PPNA

indicator is usually a questionnaire,designed by school personnel to

obtain data on pupils' feelings, attitudes and opinions on school in

general or on a particular curriculum or program. The PPNA indicator

is mt a "test." The term "indicator" was chosen because the responses
1

,

"given are supposed to reffet (i..e..', indicate) what pupils perceive

j
as nee§.in the program,(D curric'ulum) being studied.

,

Before your group starts to develop a PPNA indicator, the Project
x

Mhnager should discuss'with you all of the preliminary decisions

covered'in Uhit 1. These planning decisions include information on:

(1) the purpose of. the project,(i.e., yhy th'e project is being under-

taken),'specifying the program or curriculum and pupils involve4, and

any comparisons to4Wdrawn, and (2) preliminary specifications for

the PPNA indicator (i.e.,'preferred type of indicator, length of in-

dicator, pupil sople size, etc.).

4

. if

4
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(1,

'3

A'PPNA indicator is usualfy a u1stionnaire.
4

e kinds of ques-

tions used will' depend on whether the indicator is to be a rating-scale,

an openended or a mixed questionnaire. e .

A rating-scalexpestionnaire lists Statements or questions with

V

a set ofoanswers provided for each item or question; the respondent

4(
indicates his response by circling one of the ansWers supplied for,each

item or-question.

ArLopen-ended questionnaire contaifis questions to which the resPon-

dents supply written answers in whatever form .fength, or detail they

wish.

.

A. mixed questionnaire contains bOth open-ende4 and rat:ing-scale

items. ,,
"

Sample questions illustrating the three types of questionnaires are
,1

n

provided on the followinp pages.

66 \
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SAMIRATING-SCALE *INDICATOR QUESTION

Eighth Grade Social Studies

Id I

, .

I think, generally, most of the proSects we have had in this course
are: (Circle the appropriate number.)

a.

b.

c.

d.

,

Time-consuming,
.

Not At All Somewhat Very

1

....--

, 2 3

43
Difficult --1 1 1 2

Meaningless 1 2 3:

Ineffective. 1 2 3

2. I think we should have spent more time discussing: (Please check
no more than three topics.)

,

4-

a. Economics

b. Family Relationships.

,c. Government and Citizenship'

d. Human Behavior

e. Labor Relations

fnfluence

Mbdern Society

h. PoAticalleadership

1. Religion

Wold History



SAMPLE OPEN-ENDED IMICA1OR WESTIONS

Eighth drade Social Studies

-is-the-most tiaterosting- project- you-have -had-irt Setial 'Studies
this year? '

2. How different from last year ii this year's Social Studies coUrst?
-Try to compare he two courses.

3. 'Given total freedom, wilat kinds of projects do you efer.in this
Course?

Which phrticular topic in Social Studies have you learned'mosti
about? Why?,

.

S. Do you have any suggestions for improving this course?

6. WIlat is your overall feeling about this course? (:heck one.)

Excellent Good Acceptable Pair Poor

.44

SAMPLE MIXED INDICATOR QUESTIONS

Eighth Grade Social Studies

'1. I think, generally, most of the projects we have had in this course
are: (Circle the bppropriate number.)

a.

b.

d.

e.

f.

Not At All Somewhat YAX.

Time-consuming

Difficult

Irrelevant

Ineffective

Poorlydesigned

Childish /

v

1.

1

1

1

,.1

1

$

2

2

2

2

2

2

54

4

3

3

3

.

3

3

2. Describe the interactions you'have had with other kids'in the COUTSC.
Do you think they have any effect on the success or failure of the
projects?

e11
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VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY

Two critical' concepts should be considered when dveloping an in-
.

dicator. They are'validity and relitibility.

Validity indicates the degree to which an instrument at-,
tuallymeasares whit i is,suppOsed to measure. The validity -

of a Pupil-Perceived Needs Assessment indicator would depemd
upon the degree to which the indicator can simply information

, related to' the purpose of the project.

Reliability indicates the consistency.of.results obtained
wiih a given instrument; If reliable, an instrument tan be
used over and over again in unchanging or highly similar
situations and will produce the sate or very Similar results.

' In this,seqseTia rating-scale indicator is apt to be more're-'.
. ,

.liabXe than an:open-ended indicator. Reliability, however,

.is licit as significant as validity in the case of an open-ended
inAicator; since it is designed to coIlet:t relatively' subjec-
tive information from the pupils.

:Consider, for example, a PPNA project'recently implemented in a

.California school district. The purpose of the study was to determine

'the"attitudes of elementary pupils toward Sotial,Studies. -After testing,

§everal pupils in the third and fourth grades, the teachers.reported

.That'doSt nupils did not understand the meaning of the term 'social

gullies." Therefore, one would certainly question whethei. the study
0

realli could, measuce attitudes toward Social Studies! Under the eircum-,

-stances reported, many of the items included'in the questionnaire being

,donsidered for use in thi's project had little (low) validity.

r (3,9
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Can an indicator have reliabiiity but lack validity? Yes. If
4

the same questionnaire is administered a second time to the same pupils

under similar conditions (i.e., no.instTuction on Social Studies in the

°interim), it ndght mall yield similar results. The instrument obviously

measures something, and it may measure it consistently. When an indica-

tor is uni:elidge,,however, a second study under similar conditions will

not necessarily yield similar results.

Another example is provided byi the experiende of two elementary

teachers in a Texds school who designed a PPNA indicator to determine

how their pupils feltabout an IPI (Individualized Prescribed Instruction)

Mathematic$ program; In the indicator, howeVer, they included Many

self-concept items that had nothing to do with the IPI Mathematics pro-

. gram. Tflus, many ô the questions in the indicator they developed

lacked validity because they provided very limited information on what

the teachers really wanted to know.

1

( 0
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DECISION ON MDDE OF DEVELOPMENT

As members of the PPNA indicator development group, you can take

one of two approaches in developing a PPNA indicator. You can either pet-

ect an existing pupil survey instrument or construct an instrument.*

Since very few open-ended questionnaires have been tested and are

ready for use, we strongly encourage those who want to use an open-ended

instrument to construct their own indicator.

1j* your development group decides to take this approach, please

turn to page 2-23 for instructions on constructing an open-ended.indi-

cator.

If a rating-scale questionnaire is to be used, refer to the sources

listed on the next three pages. If You decide to use an existing

_...gstrument, however, it is Important that you (1) check the preliminary

criteria of the instrument very carefully in terMs,of intent, specific

objectives, target pupil population, language level, validity, reliability,

availability, etc. and (2) modify the existing insetrument so that it

is directly rela d to the purpose of your project.

111101

*When considering these approaches, it is suggested that-group
members consult with thp Project Manager who, ta studying Unit 1 (Pin-
ning a PPNA Project), has covered information on a number of factors
which might influence this decision.



If you have not decided whethei, to se7;ct an exiating'rating-sdaie

instrument or to construct your mon indicator, continue reading,
0

Before your groupldecides whether to selcct or construct a

PPNA rating-scaie indicator, you may wish to consult the list of pos-

sible sources for existing instruments which iS given below. Sources

are organized in two sections: Section A includes boOcs or educational

research institutes where collections of instruments measUring pupil

attitudes are available; Section B lists ten specific instruments de-

signed to'collect information on ptpil attitudeso needs, and opinions.

ce nine of these ten instruments cmi be obtained from the ERIC

syste ucational ReSoUrces Information Center), their ERIC code

numbers are also indicated. The sources indicated are by no moans

exhaustive. Pupil survey instruments from other sources can also be

used, provided they are suitable for your PPNA project.

1

POSSIELE SOURCES POR EXISTING INSTRUMENTS TO COLLECT INFORMATION ON
PUPIT7NEW---7-'

Boohs and Educational Research Institutes

1. Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus, Ohio,

2. Beatty, Walcott H., ed. (Inventory prepared by Donald
3. Dowd and Sarah C. West,) ImpTavAn Educational Assess-
ment and An Invento of MeasUffiiif ective
Utaangton, . L.: ssotrafroirrokiWiriiroinanirrurric-
ulum Development, National Education Association, 1969.
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.3. Rosen, Pamela. ed, ETS Test Collection. PrInceton:
Educational Testing

Instructional Objectives Exchange (I0X): Attitude Towird
School Xinder arten-Grade- 12, Revised E05517715W----*

e es: nstructiona s.jjectives Exchange, 1972.

B. SpecIfic Pupil Needs Instiuments

1. Back round and Aititude estionnaire Items and a Priori
ince on,

t: ion Se?viciED 072 090,.1972.',

Cincinnati Public Schools: Student-Surver 1972-73. Board
ucat on o t e City S (*L. istrict o e ty of

Cincinnati, Ohio 45202, Copies of this instrument are
available upon request.

Gable, Robert . d Roberts, Arthur D. The Develo mentof An Instrwen to MasureAttittides Towai
277.11 c ent eprp ction

Kenny, James, et al. How Students'See Teachers, ERIC
Document'Reproduction MWMT-VD-D77-92I7-

5. Kunkel, Richard C., et al. estionnaire Item/ Solicit-
in School Related Alienation rIZartrOMnior h

Ss-Yea-CT-et ED 074 093, 1973.

6. Miller, Douglas R. School-Rolated Att'Audes of Inner-Cit
Junior Hi h Students:"Wraleans, La.: cument
epr uction erv ce, ED 076 723, 197:5..

7. Reid, Marilyn j. An Evaluation of Cit
Research Report. Rifigfi-CaTuMbia: Dom= Repro-
duction Service, ED 074 1190.1972.

Student Questionnaire, vID 074 120.
School Sentiment Index, Intermediate Level, Appendix A,

ED 074 122.

School Sentiment Index, Secondary Level, Appendix B,
ED 074 123.

cument Reproduction

t!._,;!y
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8. Smith, William F. Comp., et: al. Jefferson Parish Schools
Needs AsseSsment glum AppendireTIMINWE77V------

cument Reproduction Service,etna,
ED 4179 3670 1972.

Warriner0 Helm, Student Attitudes Toward Forel. Lan e
Stud -ReerAlts of a

ro 3117i., a.:

Wood, ,Lynn,1 A. Stu of Student Attitude& To*ards Forel

`Mt fl e *Or, ;Pt
BD b73 711 ,1972.

oo s 0 I : floes.

iiinTRPERraion Service,

At 'this point, you may wish tO"take some
time to locate'one ormpre of e sources listed
above in order to dfltermine whether, or not an
instrument is av4ilable which would be suitable
forsuse as your FTWA-indicator.

9
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DECTaray ON WHETHER TO CONSTRVOT QR SELECT A RATING-SCALE:XNDICATOR

,

, eping .your own project' in orind,,..anSwer the following questiOns
I0(by ecking "yes" tm "no" for eadh OestiOn, Ord then'indicating 'Whether

.you eel it wouad be preferable to,pelect
oreconstruct an. indicator.

ThisAnforiation will enable you to decide whether to select or construct
. .

your indicator.

/-4

1. Are there any usable and effec-
tive qilestionnaires available
for your project?

2. mil developing an indica-
tor require special staff
training? (N

poeiyour district want to
use this opportunity to
develop a school district
capabilfty ior future in-
dicator.construction?

A 0

4. Do you anticipate any dif-
-ficulty in, involving
tole staff umbers?

S. Do you have enough time to
construct an lAdicator?

6. wolita it cost mov'e to con-
struct-itans?

.G.

I

Preferable to:

Select Construct

Do
[:1

oeta.ltalaki more

E3"

44.
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Ifyou have decided to use an existing rating-
scale instrument, turn to the following page for
guidelines on modifying such an instrument.

If you hict, decided to construCt a rat' -scale
indicator, turn to page 2-16.

1

Ifyou are unabte to decide whether to select
or construct a rating-scale,instrument, consult both
the guidelines for modifying an existing instrument
which begin on the following page a/d the guidelines
for constructing a rating-scale indwator onsage 2-16;
then make your decision.

#*/

b

0 ,
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BOW To NOMA; AN'EXISTING

RATING-SCALE INSTRUMENT

If you have located an existing.instrument which can be
modified for your project, be sure to get permission from
the author or the publisher to use it.

It is desirable to start with as much Congruence ac pos-
sible between the existing instrument under considera-
tion and the information requirements of your project.%

Given the statemevt above, it still may be necessary to
,---rewrite items in the existing instrument to improve con-

ence.

If necessary, write additional items to ensure that.your
information requirements are met.

Make any necessarrchanges in the items so that the wording
corresponds to the vocabulary competencies of the pupils
to whom the indicator will be administered.

6. As a group, select the items todlp included in your PPNA
indicator. The length of the indicator will depend on
how much time you allow the pupils to answer it. Also,
decide,in what order the questions should be artanged.

7. Edit all items toueliminate ambiguities and increase
explicitness; any compound items should be deleted.

Allow space at the end of the,indicator or at th6 end of
particular sections where the pupils can provide addi-
tional comments. These are frequently enlightening in
their own rightand may supply important Informatiqn for
use in subsequent revisions of the indicator. This is

. especially important when the indicator is being pilot
tested.
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9. Insure-the anonymity of pupil responses.

10. Develop an anver sheet for the pupils, if necessary.

11. If necessary, rewrite the instructions for the people who
are going to administer the indicator and for the pupils
to whom it will'be administered; keeping in mind their age,
language level, and ability to express themselves. The

. instructions for those administering the indicator
should include information on how to administer the indi-
cator, how long it will take the pupils to complete it,

-.what they are supposed to 4o before, while, and after
administering the indicator, etc.

12: If you intend to have the-data processed by computer, ask
one of the computer staff to help you set up the answer
sheet format to faciliaté key punching.

13. Pilot test the modified instrument to verify that the items
are adequate, unambiguous, and arpropriately worded and
that the-instructions are clear. To pilot test the indica-
tor, it is administered to a smAll group of pupils who,
while not members of the sampleigroup, are similar in
age and ability. After the ineicator is administered to
these pupils, they can be interviewed in4iVidually to
uncover defects in the instrumerc or di y can be requested
to supply written comments concortftg the indicator:

14. Revise the indicator in accordanc ith the findings of
the pilot test. If extens1r ejsions are required, it
may be a good idea to pilot t st the revised version.

4.

t7s

0



Following the guidelines which:begin an page

Nodify an existingJating-scale instrument for.your PPNA
ratdect.

Develop an answer sheet for the puOils if' necessary.

Prepare instructions for the pupils to whom the indicator
will be administered.

4. Prepare instructions for the people who are going-to ad
minister the indicator.

klot test and revise the indicator and the instructions.

Turn to page 243
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HOW TO CONSTRUCT A RATING-SCALE INDICATOR

,On a rating-scale questionnaire, pupils usually are asked to give
A

their opinions or perceptions in response to specific statements CT

questions by selecting from a series of possible answers the answer

Ithat most closely expresses how they feel. The nuMber of possible

replies supplied may run from a dichotomy to a five-point or even seven,

point scale, depending/on what the developers of the questionnaire con-

sidefboth appropriate and safficienily explicit.

The sample questions prOvided below serve two'purposes: (1) they

show you how varied the questions asked on a PPNA indicator can be and

(2) they provide an inventory of response choices that may be helpful

in constructing a rating-scale indicator for your PPNA project.

I. DichotmmInnms

\ Yes Agree -True

Disagree False

1. Do yoU enjoy field trips?

2. Do you need more help from your teachers?

3 . Do you Worry about ourschool work?
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TeaChers care abäut me.

..Lis!..apLee

El 0
I get praise at home for*goodschoolworkt\ 0 0

(The above examples are from the Cincinnati
Public SChools, Student Survey, 1972-73.)

A

II. Th,ree-Point Scale Rempses'

Yes . Agree Wore'

No Disagree Les

don't Know . Don't Know The Same

1. Do you do more or less reading
than is required, by your school-

work?

2. Do You think ypv participate in
extracurricular activities more
or less than the other students
in your class?

Would you like to have more or less
help from your teacher? 0

4. Would yau like to have more or
less contact with your teacher?

Mote Less The Same

0 0 0

0 0 0

DD El
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III. Four-Point Scale Res

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

nses

Fr quently

S. mei

Rarel

Strongly .Disagree I . Neier

Saleqestions

0

Very- Important

Import

Unimipor ant Easy .

Vety unpollan Very Easy a

For each statement, indirate the extent to which
agree by:circling the approprihte.letter on the

(A) ff You:q:12?1,10_4F21

(B) if you 4m1
(C) if you slisaffee

(D) if you ?:11.212aly disamm

1. This schoollis run like a prison.

you agree 4
swer sheet:'

A D

2. If I did something wrong at school, I A B C D -

knaw.I would get a second chance.
la A

Students have enough voice in deter-
mining-how this school is run.

4. I like to talk to my teachers'after
class.

SChool is a good place for making
friends.

A

A

A B

4

(The above examples are from School Sentiment Index: Sem
Level, Instructional ObjectivirrEEE47674707155=07-
tarAngeles, California 90024.)

SO%

I.
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IV. 14,11,±"..Elailltii.Ca412.112apiTS11

A Great Deal Excellent
,

Rire Than'Average Good

, ,SciMe 'Acceptable

Les Than Average Pair ,

,

, None Poor

Very Imp6rtant

Important

Fairly Important

Fairly Unimportant

Unimpoitant

Always

Often

Sometimes

Rarely

Never
,

Questions
To whatextent do you think'student,ideas can influence:

A Great Mare Than Less Than
Deal Altra aa..._ Some Average None

a. what: goes on

in class

b. field trips

c. free time

d. 44;areer projects

o. languagé arts
projects

f. hrmwork

g. class grouping

h. furniture .

arrangement

1. behairior courses

j. glective courses'
4vailable

o Ej. 00. 0 0
El 0 0

o 0 0 0
1:1 On 0 0

0 0 0 0
E:1 El DO
0 El :El DO
o 0 ID 0..0

'cl i,EJ on
(The'above example is from the High School PPNA Indicator, The
Foundation School, Orange, Coramticut, 1973 .)
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GUIDELINES FOR CONSTRUCTING A RATING-SCALE INDICATOR

1. Refine the purpose of the project, if' necessary. Crike
sure that the purpose is Clearly understood by all
members of the development group.

T,

2. List a few tOpicS related to the Purpose of the proj-
ect. These topics should be dimensions or factors re-
lated to the information you are seeking and should en-
able you to formulate questions In such a way that pupil
responses will supply the information you need. This
can be done in a group brainstorming session.

.

3. Deteimine which of tl-e topics listed would be most meaning-
ful to the pupils involved. Consider, for example, whether
the pmpils have been exposed to a program long enough to
have perceptions about it which they can communicate.

4. Develop rating-scale items. (This is the most critical
task in the development process.)

a. Each group member develops cone item for each of the
topics selected and is able to explain in detail why

-he' feels those questions should be included.

b. As a group, all members imview the items devel3p0
had carefully select the items most closely related
to the purpose of the project. Item selection should
be accomplished through candid discussions in which
ideas are shared.

c. Refine each item sel.ected through.group discussion.

S. As a group, decide in what order the items should be
arranged. The length of the indicator will depend on
the time you allow the pupils to answer it,

6. Edit all items to eliminate ambiguities-and increase
explicitness; any compound items should be deleted.
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7. 'Allow space at the end of the indicator or at the end of
particular sections where.the pupils can provide addition-
al commmts, These are frequently enlightening ta their
own right =dray supply important information for.use in
subsequent revisions ofthe indicutor. This is especial-
ly important when the indicator is being"pilot tested.

43. Insure the anonymity of pupil responses.

9. Develop an answer sheet for the pupils, if necessary.

10. Write instructions for the pupils to whom the indicator
will be administered, keeping in mind their age, language
level, arld ability to express themselves.

1A. Mite instructions for the people who are going to ad-
minister the indicator. The instructions should include
information on how to adtinister theindicator, how long

ei it will take the pupils to complete it, what they are,
supposed to do before, while, and after administering
the indicator, ,:te.

12 If you intend to have the data processed by computer, ask
one of the computer staff to help you set up the answer
sheet format to facilitate key punching.

13, ,Pilot test the indiicator to verçify that the ite4 are
ladequate, unambiguitius, and appr riately worded and Oat
the'instruCtions are clear. ToJ ilot test the indicator,
it is administered to a small up of pupils who, while
not members of the sample group, are'similar in age and
ability. After the indivator is administered to these
pupils, they can be interviewed individually to uncover
.defects in the indicator or they can be requested to
supply written coAments concerning the indicator.

14. Revise the indicator in accordance with the findings of
the pilot test. If extensive revisions are required, it
may be a good idea to pilot test the revised version.
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WOW= 2

Ydllowing the guidelines which begin on, page.2?.20:

1. tonstruct a ratin7-scale IndicatoD.

2. Develop an ansior sheet for the pupilsk if necessary.

Prepare instructions feir the pupils to whoi the itdicato: will
.be administered.

Prepare instrUctionS for thr oeople who are going to administer
the indicator.

S. Pilot,test and.revise the indicator and the in3tructions.

I

44.

,ftmn to pdge 2-33.

"

0 V.

4
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#1101 TO CONSTRUCT AN OPEN-ENDED INDICATOR

,A

The most distiwishing characteristic of open-ended questions is'

that thoy do not provide or .uggest anrstructure for the,respondent's

reply. Therefore; pupils are given domplete fr'pedOm to'respond in their

'own terms using their own frame cf reference. Such responies provide ,

valuable, first-hand information which, in turn, ,4ives teachert and ad-
.

Ministrators a more accurate idea' of pupils' perceptions of whatever is

I

being investigged.

e following gdidelines should be helpful iff'yqu are going,to con-

struct an open-ended indic,tor:

1. Refine the/purpose of the.project, if necessary.

The puipO4e of pte 'project was defined in Unit 1. This
definition.should specify ighy,the project is being under-
taken and should include infoimation.on thp curriculum or

' programqmi pupils involved and any comparisons to be
drawn. The pkvje purpose should be clearly underjstood
by all Imams of the development group.

Now, turn to 'page 2-29 anJ aompUte Workeheet 3.

2: List a few topics related to the purpose of the project.'

TheS'e topics' should be dimensions or factors related to
the informgion you are seeking and should enable you to
formulate questions in,sudIca.may that pupil responses
will supply the information you,need.) This dan be done
in a grouvbrainstorming session.

,

e

t.

9

1
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Some sanple topiss related to pupils' perceptions of a
:Social Studies program would be: (1) learning environ-
ment in Social studies, (2) materials med in Social
StudieS, (3) homework) and (4) Social Studies-related )
activities.

Now ti...rn to page 2.30 and complete Worksheet 4.

lop severs). open-ended %questions for each of the topics
sel cted and explain in detail why you feel those ques-
tions,should be included.

There ase three ways in which open-ended questions can
be structured:

4
a. Questions can be asked in an objective way. This

kind of question tends to elicit a broader range of
pupil responses.

Sample Question: "What is'a schoa for?"

Questions can be asked in a subjective way. Here, the
question is ciesIgned to elicit a very personal response
from the pupil.

Sample uenydow "Why do gaucame to school?"

, Questio can be incompletely phrased, so that the ,

pupil can complete them in his own words.

Sample Question: or come to school to ...."

For each topic celected, deci4e.14hether several questions
or a single question should be developed.

10

Nhke sure the questions are cippropriately worded, keeping
in mind the pupils' ages, language level, and ability to
express themselveç.

a. The wording Jshould igrovideTupils with couplete
freedom in fheir responses.

.......

a
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b. The questions should be presented in a teUtral way, .

,so that neither positive nor reeative ers are
encouraged,

c. Avoid the use ofuquestions which:can be easily answered'
by "Yes," "No," or. "Don't bow."

d. To lessen the likelihood that answers will be uninfor-
mative, instruct the pupils to write at least one
paragraph on each questven. For students,in the
higher grades, memo elaborate answers can be requested
to meet your information r quirements.

e. °Make the questions a$ simpl clear, and brief as
sible. Avoid compound goes ions.

f. e questions should be dir et:1y related to the grade
or naturity level of the ils involved.

Be sure thAt taw:terms used in the questions are
familiar to the pOpils and cOmfStent udth utat is .,
being taught in class.

h. Make sire that work queStion hav a 'lumber and that
the questions are numbered consecutively. Unreambered
'questions cqmplicate rostering and data analysis pro-
cedikes. .

.

The sample open-endedAvestions below were doielqied to
cover several topics selected for use in a project de-
signed to collect inforMation on a Social.Studies cur-
riculum

Topic 1. Liming environment in Social Studies.

31e Question: "compared to Just year's
douree, this year's Social,
Studie, progror is...."

619.
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Topic 2. Wterials used in Social Studies.

Sampie Question:* '"To me, the Zeasbns in our
Social Studies textbooks are

tf
0 0 0

Topic 3. Homework.

Sample Question: °Our Social Studies home- ,

work is...."

Topic 4. Social Studies-related activities.

Sopie Question: "Now do you feet abbut
activities like rote
playing government offs
v. your Social Studies
e:ourss?"

Now, tunn to page 241 and comOete Worksheet 6.

16. At the end of the indicator, always provide space for tile
pupils to express their overal', feeling about whatever.
your project.concerns; For instance, ask: What is your
overall feeling about Social Studies? ((The,* one.),

Excellent 'Good Acceptable .

,

Pala
01000.1111

Poor

This information will be very helpful when the open-ended
respbnses are being processed. (See Unit.4 for more de-
tail on proces it the collected data.)

a. Considerations related tosindiCator presentation:

(I) Insure the anonymity of pupil7responses'.

(2) 14frit instructions for the Tupil's to whom the
indicator will'be,administered, keeping in
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A

mind their age, language-level, and abilitY to
express themselves.

(3) Provide adequate space for answering each epent
endectquestion.

(4) Allow space,at d of the indicator or at
the end of par ruler sections where pupils
4an provide itienal comments. These are!II

frequently ightening in their own right and
may supply rtant information for use 'in
subsequent visions of the indicator. This
is especially important when the indicator is
being Pilot tes

b. Considerations related to

Wite instructions for the people who are going,
to adminiiter the indicator. Titlinstructions:
stiould incluae information on hoWto administer
the indicator,.how long it will take the pupilS
to Complete it, what they are supposed to do be-
fore, while, and after administering the indica-
tor, etc.

(2) Refine the key response Categories you have
listed by re-examining than.

8. Pilot testing

Pilot test the indicator to verify that the iteMs#are-,
adequate, unambiguous, and appropriately worded Old that
the instructions are clear. TO pilot test the indicator,
it-is administered to a smallgroup of pupils who, while
not members of the sample group, are similar in age vid
ability. After the 0, .tor is administered to these
pupils, they i 5e riewei individually to-uncover
defects in the indicat or they can be roquested to'
supply written,camments concelaing tihe indicator.

N

t
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Wherl pilot testing the indicator, you will also find out
apprbximately bow much time the,pupils need to complete
it, and how many qUestions can be included. Be certain
to allow 'enough time for all of the pupils to zomplete
the,indicator. The more conscientious pupils may take
longer than others, and data from them are obviously
valuable.

9. Revise the indicator in:accordance with the findings of
the pilot test. If extensive revisions are required, it
may be a good idea to pilot test the revised version.

Aim, turn to page 242 and complete Worksheet 6.
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Xeepini the guidelines^ 'in mind, un/clertake the follow:lug activities:
1. As a group, discuss the purpose.of the project with the Project

Manager.
,

Record'here complete _information 6n the purpose of your project,
as refined &wing group discussions. Include infornation onthe curriculon or program, the pupils involved, and the compari-
sons to be drawn.

. ,

-

V

Aftdr completing-this morkeheet4, re.
turn to guidetine 2 on page 2-2$:

-5

v

4 ;:i.
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Keepthg the t delines in mind, imdertake 'the following activities:

L. ,As an in vidual list a few topics that you personally think
are most losely related to the pupose of the project.

Dis with other group' members the toPics they have listed.

As a gröt*, select-the_topics most closely related to.the pur-
pose of the project.

I;

,

Aftelo completing thie worksheet, re-
turn to guideline 3 on mei 2-24.
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Keeping the guidelines in minel, Odertake the, fdtildWing

1. As an individual, each group member should generate at least one
open-ended questice for each topic`'setected, 'Each iveition should
be aCcomtpanied by an explanation of how it reiates to the topic.

Collect 41 the 'questions de41(iped by group members and as a.
group discUis ighich ones tare most r/elevant to the topics selec-ted. Quo class period i.s'usually allowed ft. -, administering the
indickltor. 1Ceeping this in mind, decide how malty questions
can be incluaed ln\ your inlicator,

For each queitcon Select-ear-list ',011:;.able pupil responses bY
key categoeit. This will 'saire time lator when the data are being
processed. (This is discupsed more detail int Unit 4 in'the
section on oategortzing pupil reeponeoe.)

I.

After dompieting this worksheet
turn to guideline 6 ,on page 2.2".
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Keeping the guidelines:in mind, undertake,the following activities;

1. Arrange the questions Selected in a clean, clear form. Be
sure to include kquestion at the end of the indicatot regard.-
ing the pupil's overall feeling (e.g. about Social Studies
or whatever is being studied in your project).* Provide a

_five-point scale for responses (Mccellent, (ood, Acceptable,
Pair, Poor).

Prepare instructrans for the pupils to whom the indicator will
be 4dministered.l

PrePAre instructions for the people who are g6ini to administer. ,
the indicator.

A

4. Keep a record bY key Categoxy of probable pupil responses to
stich question for vse in processing, indicator data (Unit 4)4

Pilot test and revisal, the indicator anx1. the instructions.

v

I # 4 t

A 41

'Now: tux* to;theloaowing page and

oompi0e ,-hOs.P4,414tZ 0166144'6.

'NM

r 1

96)
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FINAL =OLIO

Completing this checklikt will enable you to make sure that all
developmental activities have been undertaken. .

A. For mixed indicators: d(

10 Hawyou combined rating:scale items andopen-ended
items for pilot testing?

For all indicatorst

2. Hhve you pilOt tested the indicator? .

3 Have.you gathered written or oral comments from the 1
pilot test pupils?

0

4.. Have you wc..pared answer sheets for the pupils,
necessary?

J,

a

have ybu prepared instructions jot the pupils as well
as for the people who are going to administhe
indicatot?

Have you revised the indicatOr and the instructions ai-
1.s.:r-pilot t tine_

The complation,of the taskp outlined,.
abave marke the end of your develop-
mental effort. Now, return the.tre-
vised indicator to the nlodect
Manager.,

,

4

4
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ADMINISTERING TEE .PPNA INDICATOR

ta.

Jo

For use by the people responsible

for adminisiering the Pupil-Perdeived

Needs Assessment indicator.

414

.40

'a

P
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PURPOSE OF THIS UNIT'

3

The pUrpose of this unit is to rovide the people who are goipg

to administer the Pupil-Perceived. deds
Assessment.indicator with guide-

. t
lines designed to helpthem accomplish this task both efficiently and'

.according to:the instructions supplied by the development group

To administer the indicator properly,,,you'willTeed information'on

the purpose of this Pupil-Perceiv414 Needs Assessmmt\project, your role

An the project, and the indicator itself. You twill nee4 to familwize
V

yourself with the procedures for1administering.the indicator and with

the content of the indicator, in Fase the ptipils have questions about

any of%the items included.
.

WHAT IS PUPIL-PERC_EL_ED

, n ârder to_furnish_you-wiiIIHsote-backgrounkinibrmat*romrPupir.----;-

,Perceived NeedslisSessment;'we will diScuss the subject briefly, in

terms of the tapics. outlined below:

1. purpose of Pupil-Perceived Needs'.Assessment.

2. Ptssible uses of Pup1l7Perceiyed-Needs Assessment data.

3. The Pupil-Pmeived Needs Assessment (PPNAYindicator.,

4

Amiloblvamaarnt
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.

.The purpose of Pupil-Perceived Needs Assessment is'to collect Tft-

ma,

formation on popil attitudes, reactions, and feelings toward existing
1

or new programs (both Curricular and extiicurricular) or toward edu- ,

cation. *in general, and to assess pupil neelds from the pupils' perspec-
1

tive. Information.on pupil-perceived needs, together with:other data

collected from.teachers, parents, citizens, s'tate policy-makers, etc.,
.

will prove useful to echoordistrict personnel in making decisions re-

lated to planning,,making changem%identifying problems, implementing

new programs, or strengthening effective,programs.

uses of the data could be:

1. To make the classroom teacher sensitive to the per-
ceived needs of the pupils in his/her classroom.

2.. Td inform the school 'prindipat about problems which can
,,be corrected at the buOldinclevel.

3. To ehcoura0 the district planning staff to address
. ,expressed needs through improved planning for curriculum

or-other-programs.

YoUr rote is to administer the PPNA indicator. Mai does that

mean? It means!' that you are responsible for giving the PPNA indicator

to pupils (this taSk is discussed on the following page in more detail)

so that information from pupils can be collected and processed.

6

-

a.
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The MA indtoator you are going to administer was developed by

'development groupimade up of school pertonnel familiar with the vurric-
,

ulum area being assessed. USualty, the indicator is in a:form:which

requireS written responses. Instructions for the pupils *4re provided

on thi indf,ator, although they may have to be explained to 'pupils in
.

the lower grades. With pupils who do not have the verbal ability to

give written answers, the indicatoi will have 6 be administered orally:

1-TOW TO ADMINISTER THE INDICMOR

Suggested procedures for4administering the in4catOr are .outlined

below:

Before Administerindicator:

1. After receiving your package of indicators, make sure'
that you have an indicator for each pupil. in your class
plus a few extra copies.

It is igportant that you familiarize yourself with the .

indicator. By reading it,through, you wi11 be able to
anticipate some of the kinds of questions thatthe pupils
might ask.

e-

While Adminiatedicator:

1. Be sure to make some introductory comments which cover
the following parts:

102
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e4

a. If pupils' names are not to,be given (to enable them
to answer freely), this should be mentioned.

Pupils shovld read the instructions-carefully before
answering.

4
c. ?Tell the pupils that you are willing to explain any

dnstructions or any indicator items which they 'do
not understand.

d. Advise the pupils that they will not be graded'on
the indicator but that it is important for them to
answer the questions honestly arid fully.

e. 51ain.to the pupils that their comments and respon-
ses will prokride important information which the
school.system can use in making decisions and plan-
ning improvements.

1. 0
f, Urge the pupils to answer every item in the indica-

tor .

g. if the question's are open-ended, request detailed

answers (at least one paragraph for each answer).

h. Dicouragé the pupils to add any written suggestions.
of comments they want to.make on the ifidicatoi.

2. Admdnister the indicator as scheduled,- making sure that
-esch-pupil-has-d *CU-orpm '

Do not-monitor the.pupils in such a way that you can tell
howthey are answering the questions..

. .

0

AterAdi_i_Anisterinti-dicatory

1. Collect all of the inaicators and place them in an
envelope on which your name and class are indicated.

2. Return the completed indicators to the Project Manager.

;
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UNIT 4

.PROCESSING. PiNA INDICATOR DATA

!'
'

4.

4,

For use by the people responsible

for processing PPNA indicator

data.

,
..t.:Lt
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OpING Tht lNDICATQRS

.After the indicators 1140 been collected, p.4 of them should_be
4

I, ,

given,code numbers which could be inaicated in the upper right-hand

corner of each indicator. Consecutive numbers should be assigned to
r

the indicators from qach class,

SAMPLING

After the indiCators have been coded, the group responsible'for

processing the,data should decide whether all the indicator's administc-ed

are tb be processed Or only a dertainlpercentage of them. It all of the°

indicators are not gding to be processed, the Project Manager shOuld.

make sure,that a proper sample,is drawn fdi proCessing. Instructions on

drawing a sample carOe found in Section II of the Supplement--Sampling,

if you need assistance in drawing a representative sampfe._

After the two tasks mentioned above have been completed,. you should
01

. be ready to process the indicator data.
/ /

// .

For instructione on process2ng open-
ended. indicator data, continue reading.'

For instructions on procesating rating-
scale indicator data, turn to page
4-16.
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'4-2

/PO

PRWESSING.OPEN4NDED INDICAYOR DATA

The procedures for processing data from open:ended, indicators

are more involved than those for prpcesing rating-scale indicator

data, becpse-the free responses givell by-the PuPils mustibe con-
,

vertela into neaningful categories.for analysis before they can be

tabulated and sumnarized. Th91following list covers the four tasks

EaCh wijil be further explained as you continue reading.

I. Recoraing Overall Puilles.

9

This procedure simply involves recording the pupils' over-
' all attitudes toward the program under assessment as in-
dicated on the indicators by the pupils themselves.

c.q912I1E2I1111

This-procedure involves determining the topics or categor-
ies into which pupil responses will be grouped for further
analysis.

Tabulation

o.

In performing this taski_pupil resvonses are tallied and
entered in the appropriate categories determined above.

IV. Summarizition
1

The tallies are totaled for.relevant groups, the appropri-
ate figures are calculated, Lnd a summary statement out-
lining the significant 6.aractoristics of the data is
written.
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RECOliDING OVERALVPUPIL ATTITUDES

, In Unft 2 (Developing-a PPNA Indicator), it was suggested that each

pupil be asked to indicate his oveiall attitude toward the program be-

ing assessed with an 'open-ended indicator, Le.,0 what is your overall feel-

ing about this course (o.r whatever is being asseSsed in this project)?

(:hec1 one.)

Excellent Good Acceptable Fair Poor

When recording these overall ratings; symbols IT ++, 0, -,

can be tzed to represent'the five responseq given above: "t" can be

used for "Excellent,"'"+" f r "Coed," "0" for "Acceptable," "-" for "Fair,"

and'"--" tor "Poor."

,\A sample iorm for recording overall-pupil attitudes 4..s

the following page.
a

provided on

'1

f
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Sam*: ihe fOrm below showS how overall pupil attitudes might be
, recordpd.

0 ti+

41'

3

G
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zli

Class:. A Number.of Ifidicators

...-aa-.*
Indicator

Code Number
+ ".÷

, 03

08

.0 9....

,12

\ 13,

17'

18

21 12

27, ,,'

t.

Sainpled:.

Over/Ill Attitude
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a
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WORKSHEET FOR liECORDINd OVERALL PUPIL ATTITUDES

On this sheet, record overall pupil attitudes usiog the symbols 44,
.4., 0, -, -- for taccellent, Good, Mceptable, Fair, and Poor respective-
ly. Record this information for each crass. rnsert blank Sheets of
paper here, if more pages are needed. _

,.

..

.

1

Class: , .NUmber of Indicatórs
,

u

Sampled:

. , ' 7.

4 .

.

...

.

Indicator
I

Overall Attitude-

-Code, Number .2

.

,,,

....._

g..

.

.

1

a

.

e

el

a

0

1 "

t

..)..fts.w

,A4

.

t

r

4
.

..r" "

:

..e. .... 4moo
4

0

.

.....,...r.

....-

mi 4E1,1 W...

r, . ,-, .,_
*40640,111.ebab

,...
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.

4 ........

o
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i
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,
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, 'CATEGORIZING PUPIL RESPONSES'

NOPtIM

. To determine which kerlategories are mentioned most frequently in)4

pupil responses.

,..Procedures

."

A. Having read each indiCator sampled, each group member'Submits
a list of frequently.appeaAng rpmments to the group leader.

'The'liSts are combined, then the comments most frequeptly Made
.aie abstracted,.

I.

The 6mm4nts should be separateddnto catcgories4 Themost
, frequently mentioned comments may form asAany separate cate-
gories.

\

Spinens_foraLearliaska

wt.

1.- -The categorieS.established should not be restricted to
those used in the examples given here.

,The'CategorIes used do not'have to be equally g' 1 in
extent; one.frequentlymentioned comment mayTp. a in-
dependent 'categorY or several.relatedcomments may form a
single category.

,

Thebrumber of categories may,vary fran 5 to 20,,depe
on the quantity and complexity of the pupil resp,,,
involved. °.

n

Examples of both key categori(4, (designated by roman numerals) and

pupil comments related to those categodes are supplied on the following

ixtges,

%)'
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46,

,
.§2a.19212zIatsjories and Related roWnents

I. Classroom Work

"

1. "I like ta work on projects with
together was a lot of ftin" "W

ideas and learned more"

thets",
gave each

"working
ther

2. "I liked to work alone" i ..'"Come,.up w h. .own ideas"
.-. . "Do-things_ on_ my _own!1_

1

.ti .

niked class' discussion" ... "Learn and understand
more" ... "Spealc your, mind" ..... "Liked to tell 'others
about my, work" ."

-
II. Grades andTests 41

I r, ,

1. "Liked the iciea of, no grades and tests" .,.. "Didn't
have to wo " ... "Work easier without pressure"

,

Workload
.'"'

1.

a

"I hid to do hard work but I liked it" "We are
doing twice as much, as last year and I like it this'
way"

"We were promised study halls" "I need a study
period during the school day"

3. "The work is too demanding" to... "The pressure .is too great"
"TheytrUsh us' 'too much"

"It. has been fumand ease "It'S not h4rd to do the
work and some of it is a lof of ,fun"

5. "The work was too easy" '.
no fun at all"

"We didn' t do any work and it ' s

"There was too much work" ... "In the booklets.. there 7were
too may questions and too much work' ... "We had too many.
reparts to do"'

4
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,4-8

"Too much. homework" ... "Homework piles up" "Teachers
all give assigniaents on,the Same day" "The teachers
dOn't adhere to the homewo# plan"

. .

IV atasty,Eitar.
1. ;fine wo'rk was'bOring" 1.. "The 'most borin? part was the

'reading"... "We *04 mei things, too many times and it
got boring" ,

"The work I had to 'do so' far has been fun and interesting"
.... "I liked the prrijects,. they were Interestini" ,...' "The
primates,were especially,interesting" i,

. . S'

1

r1

. 3. "We didn't have' enough time for,the- work" . "I wiih we 'N cotild sd open mre ;time Wi b "th one 'Suject
; , ) . ...

,

4. "Teachers spent too much, time on some activities" ,...
got, bored" ,

P-E9J2S.,kLuS19-Ac.;-.--:tivities ti

1. "The pirojects and activiXies- are fun And exciting" ...
' "The activities were fun-:.it's what I like to Ito" -.,.

"It was a lot of fin.'"

liked °the variety of the subjects!' ... "We weren't
just doing one particular thing" "You learn about
different kinds ;If animals >and people" ,

3. "I ieally enjoyed doing skite ... "It's' really a lot
cif fun because we get to write plays" a.. "Very inter-
9sting, we got tà do playss'i

44

VI. Aenefits,
c

'.4'41'he .eourse taught me new things" ... "You learn a' lot
about animals thaeyou never know before" ... "You
learn how animals live" ,

1.1

uauaviixaialaaa.mmam

1.
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4-9

"The coUrse helped me to r,ead ... "I learned
to expresp my 'feelings" ttention span, improved"
... "I learned to spell better"

3 .. "We learned *about' man ' s role it nature" . . .."They taught
us about animals related to man" "We studied hoW
'animals lived and how they are different ifrom man"

VII., Audio;Asual ilaterials........."..-r----
.1.. "vie get .03 see cool fans" .-.7.--.711r1ike1T

,

. they shoired me" .' "You learn _more bec
. t,

If

'?!.

-0

"The material was repdated too many times"
saw the salmon film 5 times, just imagili,e,
"We did the same things over and over"

"The booklets were intetesting" "I'never Shad book-t-
lets before and iSociat Studies was tievdp is* much

"I 'liked the booklets about animals"

3.

of., films". "We
5 times"

3

"The bopklets'wet.he boring and, had nas color" ... "You
<haVe to read all:those booklets and it's not any fun"

#4. "The booklets had too many questions"

1.

c.

.



WORKSHEET FOR asTING XZ CATSGORIES arm= .1217 *21 RESPONSES,.

List the key categories mentioned, in pupil responses,,giving samplecomments for each category. Insert, blank sheets a paper here, if morepages are needed.

4

, o,:r
t.

Ci

;.
C.

4

I/

-
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4-11

TABULATING OPEN-ENDE6 INDICATOR DNTA

t,

,

.-

To tally-al:Id total ,t e-nutb, of times 'each. of the selectekcate-'

gories is mentioned in fhe pupil responses.

. ,4s

A. A tabulation sheet.sliould'be provided (see the samplémorksbeet
40', for tabulation on the text,page) with indicator code,numbers

: listed .on the left and,response categories indicated alon0he

The indicators gre reread witil special attention being given
,to the responses Whictvrelate to any one of the categories es-, :'
tablished when theiresponses wete dategorized.

4

Tally and totgl the revonses (see the ,sample ta4y worksheet
on page 4-14).
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4.

..1

SAMPLE

WORKSHEET' FOR TABULATING OPEN:ENDED INDICATOR

II

From left, the colunns in this sample worksheet show: the ,indicateir code nun-.
'hers sainpled,' he overall attitudes of the inaividual pupils,,,,and the pupil re-
sponses given on the key categories involved. Nbte that a- generally positive pupil
(see code umber 32) might have given negative'responses in some categories.

,

I

4

I.

69

Class: A . . Nttnbor'zof 1ndipstors ,5arnpled: 15
,

seet,egrwr, te.T.

t .1, KBY CATEGORIt
L c1 txmo..**.

.

44

V

04

I r.

9

04
4-,

Ate

11

..

1

'

.P 1 ...A

I
.4

.

h

.

1

t

h

. g
1

IN,

01 .44 4 0 .
1

I itualrooktout itt& ....t.0.1.0...."

04 0
:1;414

-, ...

46.11614416

1

.......111.641.44.646141
,

6661.4'
07

08 ++

-
1414to

+4

tr4..410.11.

NH

kw.

.
044.....

r

Prin.

At.tititr.thr

.4+
41.166.4

o.... ,

...1044.14

....,,....,,
09

Irom.L.t

44
10111.111

+ +4 4+
.4'.....6.......4....

,

I.1 0 0

1.5 4
.

...-...-.............0
4. I 0

14 ,

I

+ . 4.
.

+

18.
0....44

#

.....,.........
+

1
....

*ti4.14.41.-.14

20

444

0

1 .44..a
. +

21 A +
9

.

4
..t.

I

,+- ++ ++ -- +
tometwouts..lt

++-'

25 -

30 + +

$2 -
6.46.1...

11
I

, I41YelimilaIlalbiltm. -a...1.1....Tatem'

4

6.



S.

monsliar FOR .TABUiAriliq'OPEN-ENDRD XNAZ:CATOR DATA.:

.,

Tabulate Apo data (tv.c Eissroom) in the spade provided below fol-lowing the sample format On page 4-12., Ipsert.blank sheet§ of paper. mre, If more pages are t), ed.
f a

-
0 ( 1

'q.#

,

9

0

ft.

(

4.

V

cy
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4-14

,SAMPLE . -

WORKSKEET FOR riALLY/NG OPEN-ENDED INDICATOR DATA

To continue the example ,given on page 4-12, the tally sheet .below
provides summarizeOnformation for one classroom on both oyerall pupil
4attitudes and, their attitudes on eich key category. For example, thethree totan circl.ed on the sample sheet -beIcrk--4 ,,;1, and 17-indicate
that of the six, pupils .(4 + 1 + 1' = 6) with positiv,e overall attitudes,.,
-four responded positifey (44, +). one responded neutrally (0), and
another tesponded negatively (-, --) on the 'key category of workloaddi:

-L

Ur CaieBeriee
Category .

Classification

. °Mall Attitude Classification

ldiitive (Ana"
(44. 4)

Neutral
(0) .,

obt.$)
, "

Negative nu..4
(4%,

1. assItoos
,. Work

£

i, Csdei ,,,

Testa,

3.. Werkledil

IMMEICIMME
Neutril (0)

1=TIMMIIIIII
IMIIIITEMIEWM
Neutral 0 .

INNI

PM

S 1111111
0

0

WAN
MN

1 MNWINNNTI
0

0

0

IIIMIN
0 NM 0 NMI

*SW* (.. -)
EMETIMMI.V/DINFiChil
Neutral (0 :

11.11.1 0

NOM 11130111M11116.=

NUATTE1111
WMMEM

/ NMI
0___NMAI

.

11:311=11151MINMMIVANUNIOEMMEN 0
4 . &Meet CMI=11111 111EIM

0

INN
INIMMENI
111,21111E111
.11- 40

0

Mettor . Neutral '1(0)

MITERNMI=IIIIIIIIIIIN 0
s: %plojac44

Actiritiek

Positive 0., 4)

Neutral 0) III 0

Natalie. (---) /

. Benefits

folitive (*e. 0 // 11111 MI =
Neutral 0) UNINININNINN NNWcum= / 111111111N .0 TIM 0

7. pu1loyi,u0
suggrimg

Ns.itive (". .)
4 , 0

Neutral (0) 0 M 0 0

Negative (. -- ME 0

MUMOther.
.

VMEICMIMTIINIMIMINMNIIIIN
Neutral (0) .........milimemm
ISSIERNMININI MITINUNIIIIIIIIIMMIT

,

*To simplify prodessing, you may change the five-point scale
(++; +, 0, -, --) anto a three-point scale, pogitive (+t, +),neutral (0, and negative (-', --). You should be aware, however, that
by tollapsing the five categories filth three, some information 'my belost.

119
rf

.(%



AkVI1ll'20,,POR voiltrAto OPEW-ENDED ODICA_TOR DATA
'd

laiy your data .in the space provided below following the sample
foviat.on the preceding pap. *Insert blank sheets of paper here, if
mkte pages are 110004.

a

If you ateo have rating-ecate indica-
.; tot data to proceee; continue reading.%

a 0

Othertoiee, t14297 to page 4-21.

es

120
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4-16

PROCESSING 'RATING-SCALE INDICATOR DATA

It is relatively simple to tally information from rating-scale
$

indicators,, because pupit.responses are given in the form of numbers,

The procedureg invcayed in tabulatsing,the data afe:
7

t
*A. Entering puipl respptes ffom the indicators'sampled on a ros-

ter,wherd andi9atoetode numVers and item ;numbers are listed.4,
See-the-sftle on-page 4-17.

B. Tallying'and tptalling the n6mber of response's for each item
according to scale value. -See the sample tabulation:worksheet .

en page 4-19.

:7

tS

9

11,
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simPq

RATING-FALE ROSTER- .

. -- . vivwtorr sami
CI: 6 0 I: D I S,TRICT

.
,. ,

School: , Class: .

gmier of students:.

y

Item

Code No. k.

11113

4

,

B

2

C

1

14

D

4

13 p

Ets,2
G

5 Ins
lima

1111

°II

III

*
IP

--,e-

I-

III
111
III

MI
III

allIII
MI

001

003 INUIMMIIMM
3 111111110IVAII

IN 4

4

NEM

3

2°-

i 3

AMU

'
u_ii

. :i

WS KM
EFAIVESTIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII.

MEMNMI
MI

4

4 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111mi

CISIMMIUM

006'

607 .111
.068

009 : 1

01° von ;
°12r

1111111111111111110111111111V-1111111111
. :,

1

3

IMM10111111.11111111111011111
in1111111E11111111111

4 1 MOINEMIN
MIU 3 111111111111111

,

1111111111111111111111
mamommtummuma

030 IIIIMINEMIMMII

'.__.:_

°

'

*The numbers recorded in tht body-of this table are pupil responsei to each item
in-terms qf one.of the five points (1:e., 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1) provided on'the iu-
dicator.

4
, *,
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. 1
WORKWIEBT FOB TABULATING R4TXNG-45C4LE INDICATOR DAVI

0
p I ft

'. 0
I

., Make a roster' for your data in the space provided below. Insert
, . 0 blank iheets of paper here, if more pages are needed.

.;

I.



I e.

?I

4

,1

SANTIE fe

e;,.

t.

r;

TABULATION MAXSTIELT
d

lie
POR A PATING1CALE INDICATOR

, (FIVE-POINT SCALE)
. 1.

SCHOOL DISTRICT
School:, Class:

,
,

.

Masher of students:

.

. ,

s ,

Scale Value
Itan 1 (Total)

t
3

2

////

t

(Total)

4
-

3 (Total)

//

4

////

(Total)

4

5.

/1/

'(Total)

3/1/

B 0 /// 3# 74fft.II 7 ;Z.
441-

15 4

A/4- / 6 4/77/* 10 /1/ 3 '3,14/-

D 8 Ai* 5 Z.- 10 /II 3

E ;// ME 10 ra . 4 44A4HI 8

NMI
0

F
":

/// 3

...
17 // .2

/ I . ';71/1/". 8 10 / * 1

//p. 2 , 7
8 9 TIll

J. S.1 0 15 441- "
J ME

=MIR
111111111111111111111111Elmulmm

Ma 1
.

.

.

K

L'

.

.

. al .r.
.

e`

It

This worksheet can be used both for tallying and totalling respons9s from a five-
point scale indicator.

121



WORKSIMET TAZLYINQ RATING-SCALE ZNATCATOR DATA'

Tally and.tatal your data in the space provided.below. Insert
blank sheets of paper here, if more pages are needed.

tie

e

5.1



PURPOSE

91

40

SUNMARIZING ThE DATA

(For Both Open-ended and Ratim-scale Indicators)

t
,

S.

44

To compile the tabulated data from :the morksheets into a Marithiftil

and useful format.

PROCEDURES

'o
0.

A. Select a formai for presenting the data:

The ,two .batic formats tised to 'present data are tables andgraphs. The charac'teristics of.. tables'and, graphs together
with samples of 'each dan be found on pages 4-22.to 4-32.
Both formats have advantages as wen as disadvantages, bUt
-together they, tend to complement eaCh other funttionally.'
It is usually' desirable to Use tables; although as a supple-
mentary means of presenting information, graphs can be quite
effective in many ways, especially 1.n showing broad relation-
ships.

.B." Calculate the relevant statistics fcif-the-lomat. yoU have
selected.

Some Statistics that may be appropriate are:_ raw totiztefrequency of relponees percentages, means and range.
Information on what these statistics are an;d holeto calculate
them is supplied orr pages 4-33 to 4-34.

C. 4\ Display the data using the most meaningful format to present
the appropriate statistics.

,

Some basic principles for displaying data are outlinedon the following page.
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4-22 -

A
1

In the heading, all the critical informatiOn supPlied
(such as.indicator code numbers, item numbers, categories
-of/student responses, etc.) should be labeled.

All the critical,information'should be located appropri4te-
ly.

t'a

3.- The aata should be statistically accurate ap well as .

easy to read..

4. When specific exploration of a smaller area within a
larger area is required, any detailed dilta displayed
should also be ftesented separately.\,

For open-inded indicators, sample indicators as w411 as
sanples of pupil responses for each' category should be

, included. See the sample table oil pages 4-25 to 4-27.

4

Finally, wite one or tWO paragraphs of concluding remarks
about the summarized data. These remarks should be descrip-
tive and objective and should highlight the significant as-
pects of the data.

Characteristics of Tables

1. Each table should,,have a desCriptive heading.

ct

2. Table should consist of rows of items and coltios of
groups (and subgroups, if required),

3. Each row and column should.be clearly labeled; if there
is not enaigh room to supply complete headings, abbrevia-
tions or symbols should be used which, in tUrnvshould
be keyed at the bottom of the table.

4. The most important figures, e.g., totals and/or extreme
values, should be highlighted by darker printing or under-

,



a

I.

14.

. 4-23 t-

.4.

J

lining. Any especially significant figure (e.g., a.
-grand total) sb.ould be indicated by double underlining orby placing it within a box. ,

S. Tables should have a neat; uncluttered appearance and
ample margihs, yet there should,be enough information oneach sheet so that dozens of pages are ,not needed for thereport and continuity is maintained:

T

The data should be expressed in whole numbers or decimalsrather than fractions and° figures should be rounded 'offto the appropriate unit, The exactness of the figure(number of decimals, etc.) should be consistent and datashould be 'lined up evenly in terms of the decimal points.

All information needed. to interrèt. Ole table should be
supplied on the page. where *the'. able

;appears,.

12s

...



(

1.

A sample table for presenting gem-ended indidator
data is given on the following three,pagea.

A sample table for presenting vlitttleleakeindiggr
tor data is given on page 4-28.

Turn to thi.sample table which'presenta the ;:ind
, of deck you are procesein0.

-6.11.1

4
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9

SAMPLE' TABLE DISPLAY FOR oPlii-ENDEI). INDICATOR DATA"

14TH,,GRADE IPI MATh'PROGRN4XN 'YAMPA VALLEY $CHOOL DISTRICT-
Steamboat Springs, Color Op

"SelMary categories
of pupil responses

"

.1

Sample pupil convents'

cr
JA

4toiPts,'
e .070

'

Work toed: includes all
Mention of the ease or
difaCulty of the work
load.

. tOsy

.,1.,

.
.

. ,

Difficult
'.

.
.

4.

,

_ . .

. . ...

"fhe,work Was easy.:.
easier than regular
classrooms." "The work
is hardlyip.anything."

2-5,

-63.9

10-12
13-16

.

19
15 -

8'
16

2U%
30%
33%

22%

16
14
6

: 15

.

. .,

,

31
2

1

.

"The work is hard. .half
the time I doni, u;der-
stand it." "It'was, very
difficult."

....................m.~m.......i.................m....mm.

2-5
6-9

10-12
13-16

46

5
2

9

8%
111

8%

12%

4
S

2.

4

-
. -

-
Work Interest:, the pup-
il's-interest in ot
bore04 with the units
and activities or the
subject matter itself
...

fligh.interest
\

t;

.

loW interest

.

.. .

"Thevork was fun and
interesting." "More
interesting and more
.enjoyable classrooms."

.

-

2-S
6-9

10-12
13-16

36
42
7

17

.

51%

58%

28%
51%

,

36
41

6
36

,

.

//
1

-........

"Was dumb,,wasn't taught
well enough to be inter-
.egting." "The work was .10-12
lie borin ."

2-S

64

13-16

6
1
2

8

8%

1%
8%

'11%

3
-

-

2

/7 3

1
2
64.0.11.1*.1140* ......1irt....

*The following breakdown'shows the total number of possibl; respondents in each section:
10-1244. and 1,3-16:72.



Sunnary.categoriep
- of pupil respenses

'Course Benefit: com-
ments on the usefulness

of the work in aiding
understanding and
lAarning in general, or
in teaching specific
knowledge/

,

Useful '"teidhes me things I never
knew befere." "Relevant
ideas instead ofjust,,
facts:"

Me work is worthless. and
a waste of time." "The
course didn't help'me at
all."

26
25

4
22

keaciion to Indepen- ,

dence: includes com-
ments made referring
to the fteedom and in-

'dividual nat,ure of the
program.

Positive

Negative

"I like the independence,
it lets me work at4my own
speed." "Teaches me to .

think on my own."

"1 need to be pushed.,"
"Prefer to have my work
mapp,.,d. out." '"Need more
structure"

2-5 .

6-9

10-12
13-16,

414
434
384
491

11111
*The foilewing breakdown shows the total number of possible respondents in eich section:2-S:71, 64:76, 10-12:24, and 13-16:72.
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os'

A

-Skimmer), categOrles
of pupil.responses o$

Tht course vs. last
year's program: at-,

titules toyard the new .

promm-when compared
with,last.year's am-
See. Comments of both
general and specific

0

nattl-e are included.

Pogitive on neW

\ *

V.
-Positive on old

C.

#1

."I like spaces' bet-
s is a better

situatilin." "It's like
being Zet out of 041."

'I liked list year's doe-
ses muCh better." "Ito
disorganized," "Stick to
Engligh."

6-9
10-12
13-16,

44
37
.9
52

44 - %
36

9-,
48

446

14%

9%
-13%
, 6%

*The fonowing breakdown'shows the total number of possible tespondents in egch section:2-571 6-9:76, 10-12:24, and 13-16:72,
a

I

-7
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SAMPLE
0 1..

TABLE DISPLAY

- FDR RATING-SCALE INDICATOR DATA
ts

,SCHOOL DISTRICT
,,-

Sdhool: ,

. C1abs:

i

,

. , , ::
,.

NWnber of stUdents:

Item Scale \rattle
0

-Frequency of
Responses

petcentage of
ptequencies s

.

S

4
. 3

2
1

, 15
7

i

5
- 0.3 ,

0 ,!

. 50% .

234
17% n.. ,

= 101
o

B c S ,

4
3 ,

. 2

. 1 r

- .' o
5
81

,

.3

4 :

o

60%
10$
13% .

C . S
1 4

I 3 ,
2

1

4 .

s
10
10 .,

3 ,

13%
10%
33%

.

33% '
10%

S'

-- 4

3
2

1
......................---.........,

3 ,

10

13
2 ,

2

. 10%
33%

431,

71
, 7% ..

.

::
.

. ,

.

, . ' .. ...
e

. 0...i 0

This table reOrds pupil responses
)

to each item on the indicator
,

,

(identified as\JI, 13, ---, P) by frequency of response and percentage
of freciuencies 'on each scale value (5, 4, 3, g, and 1).

!

\
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929'aFS2E)A,isi.2f traphs
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4

,

,Three main inethods ,$),f preOenting data graphically are extensively
used: .(1.) thiline graph; (i) the bar gra'ph or histOgram; and (3) the

divided ,circle 'or c"pie" oraph. Each has appropriate uses. For pre-
A

sentipg data from eithe ci open-ended or a rating-scale indicator,

the line graph,cs least useful; the pie graph is most useful for pre-
,

senting data indicited,iwp.er'ceriLges'.. Gtaphs .lould be drawn and, . .
.

kabe'led Accurately and their potential for visual' appeal should be ex-

'plcaid 'as much as possible. Shading of adding texture can be very
313 rd

useful, espe_cially when contrasting histograms are used, with or with-,^"out overlapping. Yea limited number of copies of the sumnary report

are needed, it might be WOrthwhile to consider coloring the graphs to

hcrease their visual appeal.

0

Examples, of all three kinds of graphs are presented On the fol-

lowing pages.
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SAMPii LINE GRAPH' '

7,1

S C HD G. L D I'S T R. I C T

Total samPle size: 150 pupils

o r 0

Number nf pupils* 10
(in multiples of 5)

So far, the tiathe-
, mati's program has
seemed to me,to be:

a 6

. ,.q0lating -scale.

0 -!;) Open-ended Ikesponse''
Classification

Q

As this line graph shows, 20 pupils felt that the Mathematics pro-
grdm-was excellent, 15 said good, 90 acceptable, 25 faiv, and none felt
that it was poor.

*Another way to present this information would be to change the qum-
.

bers to percentages. .
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SAMPLE HISTDIGN4 OAR GRAPH)

SCHOOL DISTRICT'

Totafsample size: .150 pupils

15

Maher of pupils* 10
(in6mu1tip1es of 5)

So far, Social

,ttudies has seemed
to me to be:

10
o.

1

:14

ti

5 ...104tins-scale

.

4 Open-ended Response'

Classification

..1 g
000-4 .41J" t I ti,

"
41

As this histogram shows, 20 pupils felt that Social Studies was ,

udinteresting, 15 students felt it was fairly uninteresting, 50 fairly
interesting, SO interesting, and 15 considBred ivery interesting.

*Another way to preient this information woufd be to change the
numbers to percentages.

1
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SAMPLE PIE GRAPH

SCHOOL 'DISTRICT

Total sample size: 150 pupils

Compared to laVt year;s Nhthematics program, the new Mathematics

program is:

yery Interesting 44)

Interesting (4)-

t

Uninter.esting (--)

-Fairly Uninteresting(-)

--Fairly Interesting (0)

As this graph shows, 20% of the pupils sampled said that die
' new Nhthematics program was very interesting, 40% said interesting,
25% fairly'interesting, 10% fairly uninteresting, and,5% uninteresting.
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Some statistics that are appropriate to use when displaying data

are discussed below:

1. .Raw totals
L.

Raw totals are the actual number of responses. They
can be taken directly from the tally. worksheets.

0

Z. Lt4tria.2Esiskon_ses

The frequency of responses simply show how pupil responses
cluster under each scale value (5, 4, 3,-2, 1) or each
category of responses covered by an open-ended indicator.
See the frequency column in the samplelable display on
page-4-28. j

3. Perc?ntages

Percdntages ate derived by dividing the number of responses
fr;4each scale,value by the total number of pupils in
tholro4 and multiplying the answer by 100. See the
percentage'column id the sample table on page 4-28,.
You can also make summary statements based on the percen-.
tages; on Item A in the sample table on page 4-28,
for instance, 73% of the pupil responses were either 4
or 5 on a S-point scale.

4. Alleg11.....(9.2Aleagla41111.0

The mean is obtained by adding a series of figures and
dividing the total by the number of fikures isnvolved.
For example, to find the mean for the following series
of liambers--6, 8, 7, 4, and 5divide 30 (the.total) by
5 (the number of figures); in this case, the mean is 6.

Sometimes frequency has to be taken into consideration
when calculating the mean. For example, the response
frequencies for one item are indicated on the following
page.

1 3 ,3

_
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Response Scale Value X

EEtalga Fruency

40 S x 40 =.200

4 32 4 x 32.= 128

3 5 3 x 5 = 15

2 10 2 x 10 = 20

1 3 1 x 3 = 3

Total = 90 'Total = 366

Meail = 366/90 = 4.07 or 4
4

This means that the scale value 4 is the mean value
for student respqnses an this paisticular item.

The range of responses is the spread from the highest to
the lowest response given. For example, in a Swpoint
scale, the range is from 1 to 5, if responses are given
for each of the five scale values.
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'Amu= SIIRRVI

SUMMARIZZA VATA

(

Display your data below.in.whatever format ypu-consider appropriate.
The following two pages have been provided in case more space is needed.,

a

4

The davietion of this task marks
the end of your data processing
effort. Return the summarized
data to the Project Manager.

14-0
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SUMMARIZED DATA

(continued)

0 .

of/

3.
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writanuctioN

As yiu begin the task of analyzsing and reporting the PPNA'reSults,

yell should have tables or graphs and Wfitten summaries of fhe data

which were prepared in terms.of the'basic statistics discussed in

Unit 4 of,this package. This unit is designed to help yte perform two

tasks,in order to conclude your project appropriately. These tasks are:

(1) examining the data analytically and (2) preparing a report on the

pro)ect.results which reflect pupil perspectives of the area being

assessed. The report will provide information from pupils, -that is,

one oimany slurces of information which school district personnel can

coonsider when making recommendations related to program planning and

improvement efforts.

ANALyZING PPNA RESULTS

To examine how "good" or "meaningful" the results of your study

1COD, you will have to evaluate three elements:. _(1) the validity and

reliability of the PPNA indicator, () the way the data was collected,

and (3) the procedures used to summarize and present the data. A

serious flaw in any of these three _Teas could make the results vrmth-

less.
.



-

EVALUATING THE. PPNA INDICAToR

Validity and reliability'are tWo critical oncepts that should be

1A

considered when evaluating any, assessment or measurement instrument.

Validity indicates the degree to which an instrument,
actually measures what it is supposed to measure. The .

validity of a PPNA indicator would depend upon the degree
to which the indicator can supply information related to
the purpose of the project.

Retiabilipy indicates the consistency of results obtained
with a giver instrument. If_reliable, an instrument can be
used over a$i OM again in unchanging or highly similar sit-
uations and 11 produce the same or very similar results.
In this.sense, a rating2scale indicator is apt to.be more

. reliable than an open-ended.indicator. Reliability, *lever,
is not as significant as validity in the Case of an open-.
ended indicator, since it is de$igned to collect relatively-
subjective information from the pupils.

To check the validity of youryPNA indicator, you can take any of
A

the three approaches described 'below:

1. Follaw-up interviews -

Interview a few pupils from the same sample asking sever-
al broad questions related to the purpose of.the proje4
but not included on the' indicator. Cdtrelate their
oral responses with the written responses given on the
indicator. If the oral and written responses are very
similar, the indicator probably has high validity.

2. Expert opinions of the PPNA indicator -

Ask people with experience in pupil survey-questionnaire
construction for their opinions of the validity of your
PPNA indicator.



4

3

1

3. Test the results against those of another pupil survey
questionnaire used for the same 'purpose -

It may be very difficult to fi, nd such an instrument;
however, whenever possible, compare your PPNA resuats -

with thoso of a similari'widely-recognized pupil survey
instrument used for the same project purpose.. The re-
sults from both Instruments should be very similar, if
your indicator has high validity.

.To check the reliability of your PPNA indicator, you can take

one of the approaches jescribed below (Mese approaches are more

appropriate for rating-scale*indiCators than for open-ended indicators.)

1. Test-retest -

Administer the same indicator to the same pupils a
second time. The time interval between the first"
administration and the second should not be leAg than a
week or longer than six months. If the two'sets of re-,
sponses are very similar, the indicator probably has
high reliability.

2. EquiValent Forms 4-

Develop another indicator with items parallel or similar
to those in your indicator and administer the equivalent
form to a group of pupils from the same sample. The
two sets of responses should be very:similar, if the in-
dicator is reliable.

EVALUATING HOW THE LOTA WAS COLLECTED*

Assuming that the indicator, does exhibit a reasonable degree of

both validity and reliability, the next area to consider in evaluating

'
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the results is how the Oata were collected. Here, yoU should ask

such questions as:

- Was the sample (if a maple was imolved) representative
of the total population dovered by this assessment project?

- Did the people scoring the indicators have any know' preju-
dices ot preferemes wbuld affecf the °results?

- Was the scoring procedure fair (unslanted)?

- Were questionS presented in a neutral way?

c" Hopefully, the problems implied by these questions were avoided

'in your project, but history yields countless examples of cases where

they were ,not; for examiole, the 1936 presidential election. In 1934

,the Literaz t polled 10 million of their subscribers by tele-

phone and predicted a landslide victory for Landon on the basis of

the responses they received. What happened? The sample taken only

included people from6Lsegment of the Population; it was not repreien-

tative. The peoplein the sample did indeed vote overwhelmingly for

Landon; but the masses, who could not afford telephones ane magazine

subscriptions, elected Roosevelt. Such a sample is considered

"biased," i.e., not represq,ntative of the total population.

, A§ another examplb of the way results'can be biased, coniider the

World War II surv(;y described on the following page:



A: natiolal sprvey center sent out two teams to interview ."
Southern blacks on issues related to the ;war. One team
was entirely made up of wilite interviewers, the other eniire-
ly of black interviewers. One of the questions was, "Is
irmore important to concentrate on defeating the enemy or
to concentriate on,mgking democracy work better here?"
According tb the responses given to the black interviewers,
39% were more interested in defeating the enemy; according
to the answers given to the white interviewers,,i62% were
morekinterested in defdating the end*. Other questions inAs
the survey showd similarly different response patte-ns.

5-5

The results were obviously extremely,biased and, therefere, worthless.

But whf were the results biased? Did the two teams of int.:viewers

select different kinds of people to interview or did the rosiclondents''

attempts to 'give acceptable answer's bias their responses? Either or,

both of these explanations could be valid. Similarly, Pupil-Perceived

Needs Assessment results could be biased. For instance, do stadents

answer in the same way when their teachers administei'a questiannairé

as when other people administer iV

loihat can be done if you think the results are biased in same way?

Does this mean that the results are entirely inaccurate or imorrect?

Not necessarily; it only means that it is more likely that the results

are not accurate. In a case like this, you would be loss inclined to'

rely on the results. Thus, as you review or plan a study or assess-

ment project, it is important to try to identify possible sources of

4 9

41dinAlia91110'tooMinvorkaoovritoka9i.
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bias. the exercise on the following pages will provide an opportunity

for you to practice considering several hypothetical assessment projects
7

to identify any possMe sources of bias involved.

I. I

4
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EXEI?Cin 1

Read the destriptions oi the following P4il-Perceived Needs
Assessment .prolects. Identify any possible sources of bias, then
check youf =malts against the discussion'on page 5-9.

el

1. The lingilish DepartmeT;i of John Doe High School initiated a
new program of individualized reading hoping it would inspire pupils
to read moreSwidely. To evaluate the effects of the ne"w.program,
a questionnaire (mostly open-ended) uus administered.to the pupils
a month before the program began and.again four months later.
All pupils completed the questionnaire. Since no funds were avail-
btae for the project, Mr. Kane, the head of the Department, bad the
,teachers score the indicators,from their own classes. All coding
and tallying for thejirst administration of the indicator was
completed before the second administration.

I

...moseteehooseei

IPOMIOMMIMI10."
ImeMesmeodeenommeerdloosimmIaereyew

r

2. Hopkins, Miss Jones, and Mrs. Smith, the three counselors
at Manual junior High School, are interested in. expanding,* pupil

, actiVity program. In order to get funding from the Board of Iduct
tion, they mus demonstrate pupil interest in this project. There-
fore,, they developed a rating-scale questionnaire and administered

. it.to all pupils during stUdy hall periods. Pupils were not in-
structed to'write their names on,the questionnaires. .See the
sample'question from this questionnaire on the.following page.

51

WOMMOMOMIMIlaggagWOOMMMI"milLimlamda0,640"mollam6+.....4""""..



EXERCISE 1 (continued)

How often do. you participate

in,the meetings and activities
of your favorite club?

absolutely never

very seldom

selOom

sometimes

f;atuently

Wasft

) A

The XYZ University, in cooperation with the-Stateof New York,
was interested in discovering the relationship between the partici-
pation of hieh school students in school decision-making (adtual
as well as perceived) and success in achieVing a few. important*
academic and non-academic goals identified by school personnel.
The following plan vas devised:

InfOrmation to be used in examdning pupil participation in
detision-making, was to be gathered through a survey of pupils
and teachers in four urban high scllools. The questiannaire
for the pupils was designed to take about 45 minutes (a
normal class period) to complete and was to be administerdd
during English periods by members of the University resparch
staff. The schools involved in the project were selected
from two large urban school systems within the state and
,were selected because the pupils were from different social
and racial groups.

islanmriolmemanror.114

A

46.11bartul.....08..0.
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DISOMIZON OP B2SAMS8 2

1

Your cortments on ercise i sh\Ould tile:ludo most of the following
points:.

_LA.: 'Nye are several...sources of possible bias in this study:

- The teaciers Were asked to score their Own pupils; therefore,
their precenceived ideas about pupil attitudes or abilities ,

couadd easiTy affect the resulfs. This would probably be
true even if the pupils' questionnaires were not identified, by
name since most teachers can recognize the writing styles
and Ludwriting of at least some of their pupils.

- The teachers knew whethe.... .t.hey were scoring*a "before" or "after;'
questionnaire. If a teacher had strong feelings. (i)ither posi-
tive or negative) abotit the new program, that attitude tight
well influence the results. Also, when scoring, individual 11

teachers may develop different categories of pupil responses.
This would make tallying and sumarizing the data difficult.

4 Finally, if the pupilS' kneW that their teachers would be scor7 .

ino the questionnaires (or, for that matter, even suspected it),
they might be influenced to 'give "acceptable" answers.

Probably the principal source of bias itt this example lies in the'
way the question is worded: ttof your favorite club," Maybe it
should),L6hanged to, Tow often do you generally participate in
club meetings and activities?" Another source of bias in this
example lies in the fact that the rating-scale is not balanced;
that is, "absOsitely. never" =I "frequently" are not really
opposites. Thus, ratings would tend to lump toward the .high
side ,of the scale. A better scale would be: almost never, seldom,
sometimes, frequently, almost always.

In this example, it is questionable whether the Sample selected
.accurately represents all of jhe high schools in the'siate.
"Large urban school systems" would probably have pupils with
different characteristics than pupils in small rural schools. If
the researthers wish their study to cover New York high schools
in general, a MOTO representative sample would have to be used.
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EVALUATING THE PROCEDURES USED TO SUMMARIZE AND PRESENT THU DATA

So far, in your evaluation of PPNA resuits, you have considered

both the indicator and the way the information was collected. Now

you must look at the methods followed in smmarizing and presenting the

data, Do the results present the whole picture? Are there multipAe

possible explanations for.the results? Mose are but a few of the

questions you should ask.

Mbst studies or assessment projects inqlve comparisons. Your

project probably was designed araund one ()I more of the following com-
,

In types of comparisons: before-after comparisons, comparisons of

different treatments, and comparisons between subpopulations.' Implicit
61

in such comparisons is the assumption that a cause-effect relationship

may exist. For example, if a before-after comparison shows mucL higher

scores after instruction, the implication is that the instruction im-

proved the scores. In fact, this may OT may not be true. Perhaps

the students cheated on the second.questionnaire; or perhaps mot of

tnam recently had seen a TV show on the subject. EXplanations like

these also coUld account for different results. One of the purposes of

planning research is to atteMpt to eliminate as Many alternative

i 5
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4

explanations as possible.* Nevertheless, when revieudng stuay results,

you should:be aware of possible alternative explabations. 'Suppose you

do discover some 41ternative explanations; what,does this mean, and

what can you do about-it?

Consider the folloudng example:

The Elwood School decided to experiment with a new Social
Studies program for sixth grade pupils. MS. 'Tones, one of
the sixth grade teachers, volunteered.to te§t the'program
on her class.- .After three months, a questionnaire was
given to all sixth gradepupils.concerning their attitudes
toward Social Studies. The pupils in the new program (14s.
Jones' class)'had much more favorable attitudes than the
other pupils.

The implication is that the new program caused the more favorable

pupil attitudes. In this case, however, a very obvious alternative

explanation is possible--namely, that Mh. Jones' class had different

attitudes because of her attitude and teaching methods: If this is true,

her pupils.would probably have the,same favorable attitudes whether she

was teaching the ntw oe37 the old program. \Without more information, we.

cannot determine whether Mh. Jones or the new program made the dif-

ference.

*F'r an excellent source on experimental design information
(i.e., planning studies to avoid alternative explanations), see Crpbell,
D. T. and Stanley, J. C. F erimental and asi erimental Des]. $
for Research. Chicago: EENãIi y

444
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When several explanations oi)the results are pdisible as in the

foregoing example, it is necesiary to sugport your results by either

citing similar results from other studies or doing the kudy a second

time, in an attempt to eliminate one or more possible alternative ex-

planations. For example, if three other khools also found more favor-

able attitudes toward Social Studies in pupils tiking the new program,

it.would be reasonable to conclude that the npw program probably helped

develop those attitudes. In this case-, careful planning couldllave

clarified the results by eliminating the alternative explanation.

If the pragram had been introduced into Aree classes instead of one,

and if student attitudes had been tested before as well as after the

'new program was introduced, the results"would have made it ppssible

to rule out the explanation tha Ms. Jones was responsible for the

attitudes discovered among her pupils.

Alternative explanations exist be tonsidered even when the compari-
_

sons shaw no differences. Why? Because that result (i.e., no dif-

lerence) may be related to something other than the program or Variable

being studied. The following case provides a perfect example.

During 1969-1971 the OffiCe of Economic Opportunity (0E0)
conducted several experiments to assess the value of per-



formance contracting,* In 18 different test sites, pupils
were divided into tWo groups with instructionprovided to
one group by the performance contractors and to_the other
group by teachers taking'a traditional-approach.; The're-
sults of the experiment showed no difference between the two
groups, Is it reasonable-to conclude, therefore, that the
program offered by the performance contrattors was no more
successful than the traditional approach? NO. Further study
of the experimental schools revealed that both groups of
pupils exceeded average performce shown in previous years
by over a year in most of the test sites. This was due to
the fact that the teachers did not perform in a "typical"
manner. Or, as one 0E0 observer expregsed it, "Those teich-
ers were out to show that they could do a better job than
the outsiders" (the performance contractors).

The methods used to present the results must also be carefully

scrutinized. Does a -graph or table reflect the total picture? Are'

the results preSented in such a way that misinterpretations are

. avoided? The examples on the foll-wing pages show some common pitfalls

in presenting results.

*Performance contracting is the practice of giving contracts,
.to outside organizations to improve pupil reading levels or other
similar skills. Usually the outside organization is paid only if
the specified pupil performance levels are achieved.

it

15;,
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GRAPH A

Pupil Attitudes
Improved

300

50

4

1972 1973 1974
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GRAPH B

' Pupil AttitUdes

Did Not Iniprove

SO%r4
rq

P408 40%

C1.0
'30%

t 2b%

kr& 10%

O.

1972, 1973 '1974

The two graphs above S'how different results becauss one is
based on the number of pupils who like school while the other

this based on e percentage of pupils who Iike school. 'Since
the total number of pupils increased between 1972 and,1974
(from 240 to 278 to 476), percentages show pupil attitudes
more accurately.

1.
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GRAPH A GRAPH B

Percentage of Pupils Partici- Percentage of Pupils Partici-
pating in 'Political Activities pating in,Political Activities

' ..

Althqughthe figures used in Graph A. are visually more effec-
tive, Graph B shows khe :steady inc rease in partic4ation more
accgrately. The figures are in proportion by height but not
by mass (area), therefore, the percentages reported,using the

, figures are distorted'.

The exercise on the following page will provide an opportunity

for you to review the methods used to present the results of an hypo-
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Read the following description of a project assessing pupil
attitudes. Do you agree with the conclusions? Why do you agree or
disagree?

The4.,ibrarians of the Red City Junior 11.igh School have been con-
'corned about pupil use of library facilities. knew set of pro-
Cedures watiAnned which went into, effect in January: 1974.
In Oder to assess pupii Perceptions' of the effectiveness of the
new linOcedures as-well asitheir attitudes toward -them, a (mos-
tiOntoi*e was given to all 550 students (230 boYs and 300 girls)
Ott aedpiaber 20, 1973 and on March 20 1974,, Since previous ex-
periaite, had indicated a differente between girls and boys in
their, Ittitudes regarding.the library, it was also decided to
consider the responses of the boys and the sirls .sevarately.
(he quostion asked the pqpilS to indicate how easy it was for
them to locate books. Their 'answers are tabulated below.

Scale Valu

S (yer'Y eas)r)
4 CeasY)
3 (adequate) 100
2 (difficult) Fq

1 (I* difficult) b0

See the conclusions on the following pAge.

100c tber Tettin 0 Nitrch Testing
....11 ir s P;stoyj. CIA s

....,----

20 0
30

160

SO 100 120
120 -80 .90
80 SO 60
40 10 20
10 10 10

1.



'MX= 2 (oontinued)

Canclusitins:;

- both boys and girls found it easier to find books milder the
new library procedureS.

- girls found it easier to locate books under both the old systemand the new one, as indicated in the graph below:
14,

Tri.gtio

ores
041:t
4,4 40:14

;to*.

Boys [II
.Girls

An evaluation of these
conclusions and thelr
'presentation is pro-
vided on the following
page.

-0

v

I GI

4

4
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'DISCUS= ,OP iXEROZSE

in'reviewing the forfioing assessment project, you probably shouldconsidcp the following po3,nt§:

- 'Assuming that the pretest results were reliable (that they
were not affected by testing just before a holiday)i the`
results do indicate ,pupil perceptions of increased ease inlecating books. The increased ease reported probably is re-lated to. the new procedures (accdrding to the informationpresented), .

- Although the pretest data show girls responding with higherratings than boys on this item, the post-test.data. do no'l
show this when the results are presented in percentages.
Since, there are more girls than boys-*in the sample,-it *would,
be better to use percentages both 'in talvlating the responsesand in the graph, as shoWn below.

'

Decenber Test
Scale Value

S (Very easy) 8%-
4 (easy 12%
'3 (adequate) 40%
2 (difficult) 20%
1 (very difficutt) 20%

(1.7%

40%
27%

3%

162

iloys

arise
v.)
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Evaluating your results is the first step in developing confidence

in them and ir my recommendations to be based on them, To obtain

further support for your results, you could take anY of the following

steps:

,

retest the originarsaMPle through observation, interviews,'
or another questionnaire

determine staff---admmistrator, or paient reaction to
the findillp:*

test other pupils with similar backgrounds or charac-
teristics

A

review the professional literature dealing with the prob-
lem under study

- consider other related factors such as truancy ratesi'
vandalism, voluntary attendance, etc.

In considering the steps outlined above, keep in mind that they Would

only be taken to determine if the new information coUeted supports

the results of the original assessment project. If'discrepancies are

found, the data should be reassessed, alternative explanat-: investi-

gated and, perhaps, more information collected.

1 63
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PPNA data are collected to provide informatton on which to base

decisions or recommendations; but other groups .involved.in the'eauca-

tional processpatents, teachers, community memb9rs, etc.must also

be considered. Pupil-perceived, needs data provid4information frpn
,

only one source.. Failure to consider information from other Sburces

will weaken any recommendations made.
4

Typicr"-, it will be necessary to report results to an advisory.

group, =parents, school district personnO or others. Althou0 pre-'
\,

paring a comprehensive, clear report is a difficult task, the

following guidelines should be helpful:

A. The report should include the following information:

1. Purpose of the projeCt.

2. Participants in the project.

3. Procedures followed.

4. Data collected,. together with an analysis.

S. Relationship of stiarmarized data-to the purpose of the
project.

6. Resul4.

7. Discussion of unexpected findings and possible alternative
explanations.



B. In writing the,report:

1. Consider the audience involved: their sophistication,
their need for technical data, questions they might,ask,
etc.

2. Look back through the whole package, referring to the
pink information sheets in each unit. The decisions
cr information on those sheets will help you to prepare
tie report.

3. Wite the report as briefly apd simply'as possible.
Smple sentence construction will enhance claity.

The. distribution.of the re'port will depend on your situation.

You Should consider including pupil participants, principals, teachers

and other school personnel involved, parents, your immediate super-

Visors, and the members of any advisory group. ,Usually, the pi

'who have participated in a project of this kind are very interested

pl.the results, and a good way to assure their cooperation in future

studies or projects.is to provide(them with information on the results.

'The final step in any study, a Pupil-Perceived Needs Assessment

or any other project, should be a review of the entire effort. Was

the'pnject worth the effort, time; and money that were expended on it?

Where di1 problems occUr? Would you'do it again? What would you change

if you were qtarting ank,ther project? This type of evaluation is-essen .

tial if future projects are to be improved on the basis of past exper-

ience.
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INFORMATION SHEET 2.
A

Write a summary report on your PPNA results.

166
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For use by the people responsible

for sampling activities related to

a Pr4A project:
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Considering Secondary Variables that Might Influence
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SECTION II

Drawing the Final Sample
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The sampling technique described in this
Supplement has been especially designed for use

this package. The rationale and validity of
this technique also have been Carefully examined
and approvedbv an independent professional
statistician. %

The Supplement contains two sections.
Section Ihelpá you to determine the total sample
size for your PPWA project, as well as the percen-
tage of total classrooms to be sampUd, and the
number of indicators to be scored from. each class-
room sampled. The procedurevdescribed in Section

should be completed before the PPM indicators
are reproduced so that you will know how many
copies are needed. Section II helps you to draw
the final sample for processing your PPWA data,
and the procedures described there should be com-
pleted before the data are processed.

69
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DETERMINING SAMPLE SIZE

The total pupil population involve& in your PPNA pro.' e too

large for you to collect information from each and 11. If this

is the case, you will want to draw a sample of the total population.

This task has to be completed before the PPNA indicators can be repro-

duced.

When you begin to think, about this problem, the first questioas to

be asked are, "What size sample is sufficient for my project?", and "What

samples do I want to take?" The purpose of this section is to provide

some ccncrete guidelines to assist you in answering these questions.

First of all, you have to decide whether or not to break down the

total population into'several subpopulatiOns. For instance, if you are

interested in assessing the attitudes of high'school pupils (10th, llth

and'12th graders) toward their Sciencc program, you might want to com-

pare the data for each of the three grade levels, if different areas

of Science an studied in each'of these three grades. Thus, you would

treat each grade as ,t subpopulation and draw a separate sample from each

grade. You should keep in mind that the use of subpopulations will re-

quire a larger total sample than would bt) needed if the total popula-

tion were not broken down into subpopulations.

7/1
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MINIMUM PERCENTAC1 FOR_LAMPLING

Table 1 below helps you to de

to Sample any population Or subpopt

Of couxse higher percentages than

also b# used.

Population Size
puipernof PV111

89 or leis

90

120

180 -

119

179

239

240 299

300

450°- 599

600 - 899

900 - 1,349

1,350 - 1,799

1,800 2,249

2,250 2,699

2,700 and up

ermrne the minim percentage needed

,..atiOn involved in your PPNA project .

the minimum percentages indicatedcan

TABLE 1

Minimum Percentage

100%

63%

50%

40%

32%

25%._

20%

16$a I*
13%

10%
O... .14..

8%
Moen 41.1...

6%
AI v.1,14.14 61.01

r: /I.ftdVWu. 44.

th

,:' rt J. 06W;:/.4,:",04
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tach percentage listed under NjELMumeforlini_JEEREItagIsT___I is

the mid-point percentage for the corresponding population range. "Mint-

nor means that Rny percentage higher than the'percentage shown on Table

1 for a given population range would be equally acceptable to use in

determining the percentage to be used in sampling a given population.

In order to find the minimum percentage for sampling your total

populatiOn, follow the'steps below:

1 . Find theappropriate population range for your population
in the left-hand column of Table 1. If several sub-
populations are involved, find the population range for
each of them.

2. Put a check mark (.re) next to the percentage across from
the population range which covers your population (or
subpopulation).

Consider the example of an assessment Of ajgYi school Science pro-

gram presented on page S-1. Suppose that the total population involved

is 600 pupils, with 240 in the 10th.grade,.180 in the llth grade, and

180 in the 12th grade. If you wish to.compare results by grade, the

total population (600) should be brokeli down into three subp4ulations

(240, 180 and 180). According to Table 1, the minimum percentage for

sampling. 240 is 32%, or 77 pupils, and the minimum percentage for sam-

pling 180 is 40%, or 72 pupils. Adding these three samples together

1,e5
...
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(77 + 72 + 72) gives you the total sample, i.e., 221 pupils. As you

can see from this example, breaking the total population down into sub-

populations increases the total sample, since for 600 pupils the mini-

mum percentage for sampling would be 16%, or 96 pupils.

CONSIDERING SECONDARY VARIABLES MAT MIGHT INFLUENCE THE DECISICN ON A
avvi.II

...1.1.110011~1=11111.

Any variables which are used to determine subpopulations are called

primary vartabies; these might include grade levels, different treatments,

different ability levels as reflected in a tracking.system, different.

schools, etc. In addition to these variables, there might be variables

which, although you do not want to analyze them erAicitly, might affect

your data. These are secondary variables. For instance, when yDu are

analyzing data from different classes, the charactvristics of the pupils

and/or teachers may vary in ways that significant v affect their atti-

.

tudes but cannot be treated as primary variables.

Some possible secondary variables are listed below:

1. Grade levels (or ages, if the school is ungraded)

2. Socio-economic characteristics of different neighborhoods
where the schools are located

3. Intellectual abiliiies

Sex

=i11.1111111.14116114111.1.1.1
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5. Race

6. Family socio-econamic status

7. The length of time the pupils have been exposed to the
program being assesspd

8. Training and personalities of individual teachers

If any of the variables listed above were used to define,your sub-

populations, they should not be considered aecondary variablee. For in-

stance, if you want to compare the attitudes of lOth, llth, and 12th

grade pupils toward Science, "grade level" would not be considered as

a ctecondry variable, since grade levels were used po determine the

subpopulations, i.e., as a primary variable. Some other secondary var-,

iables, such as the socio-economic characteristics iRf different neigh- .

borhoods where the schools involved are lqcated, intellectual abilities,

or the training of individual teachers for the Science program, may

still'have to be considered.

Once you have taken any primary variables into account by dividing

the total population into subpopulations, you must decide how to handle

any secondary variables which might affect your data. This involves

a essing the relative importance,of differences among and within c1ass

r,ms, in order to determine what kind of sampling will produce data of

maximum accuracy. The greater the differences among classrooms, the



1.

.1011141.111.100.1MINI.141,

more advisable it is to sample more classrooms and score fewer indicators

,within each classroom for a given total sample. Relative differences

among and within typical classrooms should be assessed in terms of three

broad categories: negligible, moderate, or great. To help you to acorn-

modate the effects of these differences, Overlays X Y, and Z have been

developed to be used with the Sampling Chart on page S-9. The overlays

ire used to determine the most efficient statistics to use for given

populations.

If differences among classrooms are considered negligible, use

Ov y X-uith the Sampling Chart; if moderate; use Overlay Y; and if

great, use'Overlay Z.

Answering the following questions will help you determine which

overlay to use:

1. Are there any significant differences among classrooms?

No. Use Ove4ay X.

Yes. Go to the next question.

2. Are the differences trnong classrooms as great or greater
than the differences within typical classrooms?

No. Use Overlay Y.

. Yes. Use Overlay Z.
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WORKSIATT 2
41

Fill out this worksheet with information on your PPNA project:

1. Consider the total poptgation involved n your PPA projei:t. Doyou want tp break it dawn into subpapulations?

Yes.

No.

2. If yee, list the subpopulations-belm

Record the decisions you have made on which overlay to use foryour population or subpopulations below.

4

. ,
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USING THE SAMPLING CHART

After you have estimated the effects of any secondary variables _

involved and selected the overlay to pe used with the Sampling Chart,

you should be ready to (lecide on an effective sample for each popula:

tion involved, using the SampIing"Chart proyided on page S-9 with the
,

appropriate overlay. (The overlays are in the pocket at the,back of

this Sqpplement.)

On the Sampling Chart:the top row lists the percentages for sam-

pling froth the right-hand cOlumn of Table 1, on Page S-2; the percentages

of 'classrooms to be given the PPNA indicator'are listed along the left:-

hand side of the chart. Both sets of figures represent percentage

ranges. If the percentage of classrooms you have decided to sample
1,

lies between any two percentages on the,chart) the closest perCentage
4

should be used.- For example, if school district personnel want 15% of

all the classrooms involved to be given a PPNA indicator,,the Closest

percentage (16%) would be used. The fractions on the chart indicate

how many indicators should 'be scored in each class sampled to provide

accurate data on the total population involved.

The Sampling Chart will help yoti modify the minimum effective per-

centage for sampling by enabling you to take into consideration any .

secondary variables which might affect your data.

1 7g

I.
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SAMPLING aHART

PERCENTAGE FOR SAMPLING

IMO 2/5 1111it
1111

nii1111111111
1111111111 2/5

MN3/6
--111

LA

The fractions on this chart are used to determine how many, indicators should be scored in
d a ch classroom sampled, derending on tisk pbrcentege of classrooms to be sampled (at lest).

i '2%9
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Below and on the folloWing pages, you will fie(' The steps which

should be followed in using the Sampling ChaTt, together with an ex-

ample provided to illustrate each step.

Er,siraiaLtheSaraplia21_1art.

1. Determine the total pupil popu-
lation and,subpopulations, if
appropriate. If subpopulations
are involved, these steps
should be followed forveach
subpopulation.

Determine the minimum percen-
tage for sampling, using
Table 1 on page 5-2.

.

3. Estimate the differences among
classroons and select the
appropriate overlay for use
with the Sampling Chart.

1. The total population is 430
sixth-graders (in 14 classes
with an average of 30 pupils
each). In this case, no sub-
populations are involved.

2 The minimum percentage for
sampling 430 pupils is 25%.

3. The 14 sixth-grade classes
are from three elementary

schools,in Abington Township.
Since (a) the three schools
are at different stages in
implementing the new Mathe-
matics program being assessed,
and (b) teaching methods

vary considerably in the
three schools, school dis-
trict personnel consider
the differences among class-
r000ms greater than the dif-
ferences withi, a typical
classroom. Therefore,
Overlay 2 has been chosen
for use with the Sampling
Chart.



4. Place'the overlay selected on
the Sampling Chart with the
airrow on the overlay pointing

to theminimum percentage for
sampling.°Any of the percen-
tages in the left-haild column

and the fractions exposed by,
the overlay can be used in
making your decisions on
total sample size.

5. Decide which of the percen-
tages in the left-hand column
on the Sampling Chart will be

. the percentage of total
classe!, involved to be given
the PPINA indicator.

6. Any of the fractions exposed
by the overlay (step 4)
across from the wrcentage
of classes involved (Step 5)
(-an be used to deteminethe
number of indidatori to be
scored in each clasS sampled.

This fraction may, in turn,
increase the percentage of
the total population to be
sampled from the minimum per-
centage originally determined
from Table 1 (Step 2).

4. Overlay 7, should be placed
on'the S!Ampling,Chart with
the arrow pointing at 25t
in the top row. Any of
the percentages and frac-
tions ekposed by Overlay Z
can be used in making deci-
sions on total sample size.
(See the illustration on
page 5-12.)

It was decided that 67%
(the second percentage in
the left-hand column) or
nine of the 14 classes in-
volved will be given the
PPNA indicator. (See the
illustration on page S-12.)

6. The fractions exposed on
the Sampling Chart foi 67%
of the classes are 1, 2/3;
3/5, and 1/2. In this case,
it was decided to score 3/5
of the indicators from
.each class. Choosing 3/5
means that the percentage
of the total population to
be stavled will bet 40% ,

rather than the minimum 25%
originally determined from
Table 1 (Step ). (See the,

illustration on page 542.)
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ALUSTI1ATION' OITALEPAILAL AND 6

Now determine the total sample for the example on pages 8-10 and

S-11. step-by-step, using the figuresand percer4ages supplied: #

Step 1: There are 430 pOpils in 14 classes (30 pupils per
class).

St7p The minim* pcircentage for samplirg is 25%.
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Step 3: Overlay Z was chosen.

4

Step 4: Overlay Z was placed on the Sampling Chart with the
arrow pointing at 25% in the top row.

Step S: The percentage of the 14 classes to be given the
indicator is 67% or 9 classes.

Step 6: In each class (assuming 30 pupils per class), 3/5
of the indicators will be scored (18 indicntors from
each class).

la indicators xf9 classes = 162 nwils in the total
sample

S
In suumary, the steps in sa@pling are:

1. Determining the population inyplved as wellAs any appro-
,priate subpoplations. (If subpopulations are involved,
the following steps should be repeated for each subpopula-
tion.)

2. Determining the minimum percerftage needed for sampling.

3. Estimating :le differences wrong classrooms and selecting
the appropriate overlay.

44 Placing the overlay selected on the Samflng Cart. I

5. Deciding on the percentage of c1assroom pp be sampled_

6. Deciding on thelraction to use in determining howimmy
indicators will be scored for each class sampled.
(rhis docisión, in turn, may increase the percentage of
the total population beIng satpled.)

An exercise is provided on the following page for use in practic-

ing the steps outlined abave;'



Exvictiss.2

yam 2W SAMPOWO MVP

Pite.ase fill in the blanks in the followir4 paragraphs, then check
Your answers agabst the answers provide4 on page S.17%

Tho Roxborough Township School Distriot's ?PM projeot is designedto access the attitudee of the pupils involved toward a new. Mathemagesprogram. This-involves 4230 pupils from 41 sixth, seventh, and eighthgrade claesee (averaging 80 pupils per class). It would also be desir-able to determine possible differences in otti*ude °mon,' pupils in thethree gradee. Therefore., the Oka population thoutd be broken intothe following throe subpopulations: 640 1:4o:A greglers (18 classes), .450 seventh graders (15 classes), and 840 eighth gradere (8 classes).Diet2qa pereonnel need to draw a sample for each grade which,will ade-quately represent the opinions of the totai population in- eaoh grae.
The pupiie invoivea come from variouS areae within the townshipwhich represent a fairly biota range of socio-economic levelm (orgroupe), and they otthibit differing inteilea;stial and moti'vationalcharaaterittics. Plithin-group pupil vozo;:ai4one ame greater than pupilvariations from one group to owther; in any event, the pupils are dis-tributed randomly among the closroome eo that ettoh itiace represents a-croee-eeatiorr of the township.

,

(A) S6 aders t in 18 Oa 500

According to Table 1 onpage 5-2., the ininitanni.percentage for

sampling, is (a). t. The siith grade cllsses do not.

vary ;in any clisce;tile lhay. Since district personnel o0y
expect "negligible clifförences7amang the- classes, thdy de-

cpe to use Overlay (b) ,with the Sampling Chart, They

then decide to give the PPM. indictitor to 50% of. the 18

1

' ,
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sixth grade classes. The smalletst fraction which can be. used
. .

to determine how many indicators in each .sampled class should

be scored is (c) -according ito the Sampling Chart.

Based on answers a, b and c .the minimum sample size calculat-

ed is (d).. pupils:

Before continuing, °heck your anatoem against those- on page ;5-1

(13 ) devezLt..kgmstesii.A.0.20')Ls in 15 classeS'

According to. Table I on page -2, the ndnimunt percentage for

sampling. is (e) t. ince the differences among

these classes are alio expected to,be (f) it
is decied to use Overlay X with the Sampling Chart. They

then decide to give the PPM indicator .to 60% of the 15

seventh grad'classes. The smallest fraction'Iohich cen be

used to deter4bokhow many indicators in each class.liampled

should be scored is (g) aicording to the Sampling

Chart. Based on, answers e, f, and g the minimum sample 'size

calk-elated (h)

(C) cryirvitys.s.j. A0 ERi1sAlt2sw
According to Table 1 en page' S-2.0 the minimum percentage for

samiling is (i) Although the differenqes among

1Rd
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th9:$0 Owes' an not i.ttiolf#074,,p opp tio,chers

nisfisiti to WM: :ox,c40:041: rk4ipor$,zHiltth her' puPils,

Seireist .attior tesch4ri 0,1;e:10-021g .difficulty.w.ith the new

progral. Wave it is' /04.pecte4 .th4 o0.4$0 soccialark nriables
Ul ,lead to lodaraVO dilf(gen:ces the classes, dis.

trict personael decide to.Use Ovirlay.(j),:s vith the Sam-

plitag Orrt. They then decide to Om :the .PPNA, indicaor to
100% Of the S. eighth gratie claiSes. Tho polleSt, fration

whidi ctu.), be used7:to deie;rmia& hi/ nmy kadiat.ors, i. pach
5

claSs sampled should be:, semed is (k) bcCording to

the Samplirg Chart. Based on answers i, J, and'k the minima

,sample size calculated is (1) puells.
(D) Totalling the sampleilor the three grades (=suers do h, and

1) gives us a tot4 slople of jupils for a
total population of 1,230.

Pk,," t
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1.

MOMS TO smarm 1

(A) (a) 20%.

(b) Mirlirt X See page 54 tor explanation.
(c) 2/5. Sei. Sampling Chart on page S-94
(d) Erg:

&planation: 50% of 18-classes m 9 classes-
2/$ of each class (30 pupils each) m 12 pupils
12 pupils X 9 classes m 108 pupils

If any .of your ans were not Correct, review the etepaby-etep
exampi4 on pages S-10 am( 8-1.1 before returning to page S-15 to continue
ibmraiee 1.
(B)

(f) Nrn.i ible.

(0) ee ling Clart.
(h) UilSQ

Explanation: 60% of 15 classes m 9 classes
,

1/3 of eleh class (30 pupils each) = 10 pupils
10 pupilex 9 classes m 00 pupils

.

32%.

Oiiilay Y. See page 5-6 for explanation.
1/3. Sei Sampling Chart.

Explanation: 100% of 0 classes m 8 classes
1/3 of each class (30'pupils each) m 10 pupils
10 pupils x 8 dlasses m 80 pupils

'

108 41 90 + 80 ve 278 pupils

(D) (m) 3111 pupils.

:Fatal sample:

A

4.406damilAmobbimakiimmlim444Wilialmlail.141.MYJal

1

r, , have corptefed Exerciee 1
acau, -; '4, you ehOuid be ready to
detei .y.ne your ow0 sorpte eise.
PZeaee turn o InfOrmation Sheet 1
on the foitowing page.

4
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INFORMATION SREET 1

SAMPLE SIZE

. Use this information sheet to record, information and decpions
related to total sample size. (If any subpopulations are involved in

° your project, this page should be reproduced and"appropriate informa-
tion supplied for each subpopulation.)

1. Total pupil population:0

2. Minikum percentag for sampling:

3. The differences among classrooms are expected to be:

Negligible; therefore, Overlay Y: will be used.
3

Moderate; therefore, overlay Y will be used.

.Great; therefore, Olierlay Z will be used.

4. After placing the selected overlay on the Sampling'Chart, it was
decided to give the PPNA in#cator to % of the class-
es involved.

On the basis of Step 4, it was decided that the fraction
would be used to determine haw many indicators.in each class
sampled would be scored. (If you selected I rather than a fraction,
at2 of the indicators in'the classes sampled should be scored.)

Section II oftilio Suppiement provides
guidelines for use in drawing your
final sample.
If you have decided to score al.of
the indicators in the classes sampled,
yoU wilt not need to refer to Section
rr.

If You have decided not to score ail
of the indicators inge classes sam-
pled, refer to Section II after the
completed indicators have,been col-
lected fo scoring and processing.
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DRAWING 111E FINAL. SAMPLE

As you start reading this section,you should have all of the

completed indicators from the classes sampled. This sectioadescribes

_
sampling procedures designed to help you draw a final sample before

processing your PPNA indicator data. These sampling procedures were

developed expressly for this package. The instructions should'Le followed

carefully to achiive satisfattory results.

Tables 2 and 3 are provided to facilitate the actual drawing of an

appropriate sample of the indicators cellected,for processing. It is

suggested that you familiarize yourself with these tables before reading

the instructions on drawing a final sample.

TABLE 2

SELECTION NUMBERS BY FRACTION TO BE SAMPLED

Fraction of Each

Selection Numbets
P,121:111qa

2/3 : 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12 Evennunhers,8 7.
3/5 2,,3, 4, 5, 6, 7 NUmbers 2 thra 7 .

1/2 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 Even nuderS
42/s 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 Nantbers 2 thra 6

=11.

1/3

3/10

3, 6,

6, 7

9, 12 Maniples of 3 ,

&I n

1/4 4, 8, 12 Maniples of 4

1/5 5, 10 Mtatip1es of 5

1/6 6, 12 Hatiples of 6

1/8 8 YIP Ow *I

1/10 9

1/12 10INA*1

4.
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TABLE 3 .

SAMPLING TAME

SELECTION NUMERS. FOR DRAWING RANDOM SAMPLESCODE CODE
NaS.... I I I III IV. V vr

1 7 8 '5 10 3 A 1
2 10 5 5 7 6 5 2
3 10 5 11 5 6 7 3:
4 7 5 -6 4 . 4 6 4
5 6 11 9 7 2 7 5
6 7 7 ---1---7T ----rlr-
7 7 4 8 ,, 10 11 12 7
8 5 6 4 ' 6 4, 7 8
9 3 6 9 t 4 5 7 9

10 4 2 9 9 8 10 10 .

11 5 6 8 6 7 11 11
12 9 7 6 5 4 10 12
13 5 9 4 8 6 4 13
14 12 7 6 8 8 4 14
15 8 3 7 11 5 8 1573--7--17----ff--1'1"-- ---,TT
17 11 7 10 S : .5 17
18 6 10 7 4 12 5 18
19 8 9 5 7 5 2 19
20 9 12 7 . ? '10 9 20

21 9 9 3 12 10 3 21
22 4 4 12 6 9 9 22
23 2 8 2 3 9 8 23
24 6 8 7 9 7 8 24
25 11 7 5 8 5 8 . 25 /-13 6 6
27 7 8 10 9 9 5 27
28 9 7 8 5 7 8 28
29 5 11 4 11 e 6 2.9
30 6 9 ,3 8 8 7 30

31 8 5. 7 7 i(
32 7 8 7 6 3 6 32
33 8 4 9 6. 8 11 3:

. 34 10 3 11 10 6 3 34
35 3 , 11 6 7 11 7 357g--"--47"77" i 1 a 36
57 1 8 10. $ 1? 4 6 37
38 8 7 7 9 12 5 38
39 4 8 7 5 8 3 39
40 7 4 8 8 5 6 40

41 7 9 . 4
,
... 9 11 41

42 10 7 8 10 5 7 42
43 6 .9 . 9 6 7 4 43
44 6 \10 5 6 9 6 44
45 3 IS 10 11 6 9 45

.76 8 -----r-----r-----T----7"T---Ta-
47 9 2 3 7 4 10 47
4$ 1! 12 11 4 2 8 48
49 5 5 6 3 12 8 49
50 9 9 5 =. 5 7 1 50

e."
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The three columns in Table 2 on page S-19 Ewe explained below:

The Fraction of Edch Class Sampled column lists the various

fractions which can be used to determine how many.indicators in each

class sampled should be scored. This fraction was selected when

Section I of this Supplement,was completed. (See Information Sheet 1

on page S-18.) Place an"rnext to that fraction on Table 2.

The second column, Seaction Number4s, 1ists sets of numbers to

be used in,drawing samples based on each of the fractions,listed in

the first column. (The use of these numbers is explained in the section

an procedures for using'Tables 2 and"3.)

The last'column, Explanation, provides the general rules followed

in selecting the numbers to be used with each fraction.

For exampii-, if one-third (1/3) of the indicators in each class

are to be scored, the selection numbers are multiples of three (i.e.,

3, 6, 9, and 12).

,

Table 3 on page S-20 edfttains two kinds of nuibers: (1) the

code numbers on both sides of Table 3 (1-50) correspond '6 pie coded

pupil indicators from eaCh claSs; (2) 'Columns I-1/1,proVide,lists of

randomized numbers.to use in selecting indicators whicti corresporid to

the selection numbers determine0 from Table 24

11
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The procedures for using Tables 2 and 3 are outlined and il1us2

trated below:

tzi

a,

1. Have the indicators assembled by classroom. Mix the
indicators so that they are not in order by pupils'
names or seating arrangements. Code numbers should be
assigned to each indicator. For instance; if there are
33 pupils in a4given class', numbers from 1 to 33 can be
assigned to the indicators. Do this for each partici-
pating class.

2. Refer to Table 2. Fut a check mark (v.') next to the
fraction to be used in determining how many indicator's
'are to be scored from each class sampled: For exampley
if 1/2 is the frattibn selectea, put a check mark 61.,/)
next to it; 'lute that the selection numbers for this
fraction are 2., 4, 6, 8, and 12. These selection
numbers will be used to determine from Table 3 Which'
pupil indidators should be sccred.

3. Nbw take'one die and throw it to decide which column in
Table 3 (I-V1) to use,. Obr example, if you get a 3 on
the die, start with Column III.

Look down the column selcted and pick out all of the
; selection numbers determined in Step 2. To continue

with our, illustration--look down Column IIr noting,
all even numbers (i.e., 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12) up to
the 33rd code number (because there are only 33 pupils,
in this particular class). Doing .this, you will find
the following even miters: 6, 8, 8, 4, 8, 6, 4, 6, 10,
10, 12, 2, 6, 10, 8, and 4.

5. Loofc across Table 3 'from theseIection numbers listed in
the column selected tJ the nearest side column showing
the corresponding code numbers. For OUT example, the
code numbers which correspond to the selection numbers
identified in Step 4 are: 4, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14,
16, 17, 22, 23, 26, 27, 28, ahd 29. These are the

,aIIINIM.II.INSai'maa1.21.61IMm1o1..MaiaMoMMM
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code numbers of the
from this class.

S- 23

6. Repeat Stelis 3 to 5

7.. If you/are sampling
kracpions are being
subpopulation.

indicators which would be processed

for each classroom sampled.

subpopulations for Which different
used, repeat Steps 2 to 6 for each-.

1. 0

4
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7

EXERCISE 2
eA 4

Answer, the following questions to make sire that you Understand
how Tables 2 and '3 should be used.

1. Which table. lists lelection ntunbr:vrs?

Answer':

2. Find the selection miters for the fraction WS.

Answer:

3. For which fraction ore the selection numbers 3, 6, 9, 12 used?

Answer:

0.

4. If you throw a 4 on the die, wIlich doiumn will you use in Table 3?

Answer:

4.

o

S. Given coded indicators 1-28, drOw, 1/6 of than as a sample Using
Calm I of Table 3.

,

. .

Answer:

Check your answers against those4

rip

supplied on the following page.

Sr'
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ANSWERS PO EXERCISE R,

1
e

.Tati le 2/
t e-

2.

0

Amu,.

1/3.

,1 4.04,

.4. IV.

(Using selection 'numbers 6

t

4

I.

-

411

if. any of your anmore 'mite in- ',
aorrect1.2'ev-iew papa 3-21 to 343
'before continuing.

4

47

41?0 .

411

/AA .rn.a.41Airiinamareara....ritcd.vaila
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INFpRMATION SHEE7 2

J'INAL SANPLE
t

Use this information sheet to Tecord information related to your ,
decision on drawing a firial.sample. (If any subpopulations are involVed
in your project, this page should be reproduc d appropriate informa-
gan'supplied on each subpopuiation.)

4

A., The fraction to be used in determining how many indicators in each
,class sampled should be scored is

This fraction was selected when Section I,of this Supplemaat was com-.

pleted.).

2. ' According to Table %2, the selection numbers fer'the fraction
i

serecyed are:...........- a _.......___ .

Repeat thie following steps for eath class sampled:
. / .

1
$

3: Throw pne die to select a number between 1 and 6.

4. 44 the column number (in roman numerals) in'Table 3

e -tion

responds to the =Aar seleced in St:p 3, /Refer to.that column.

5: Read down the column chosen in St 4 and find all o Illr
4.. 6

numbers identified in Step 2; then note down the code nu .-rs (in
the nearest side column) Much correspond to those selection numbers.

are:
.

.

(Column )i

6. e indicators identified by code number in Step & make up 'the final
le of indicators to be scored for each class.

After you-have completd this in-
formation aheet, you-should have
coMp'eted the task of deciding
which indicators'iv each class sald-'
pled will be scolvd. Give this
information to the nvject ManageP.

IS

4-

a.


